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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence since 1991 has been a barely visible
 and sometimes entirely behind-the-scenes contest between the traditional view,
 which is supportive of longstanding US and NATO policy, and the diverse views
 of various proponents of change. The principle of maintaining a credible NATO
 nuclear deterrence posture has continued to command widespread support. Most
 of the current controversy concerns how to maintain such a posture and, above
 all, whether nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements involving
 US nuclear weapons in Europe should be sustained. These nuclear risk- and
 responsibility-sharing arrangements began in the late 1950s, and some US weapons

 must be retained in Europe if this sharing is to continue in the form in which it

 was then established and has since been developed.
 Owing to the longstanding importance of nuclear risk- and responsibility-

 sharing, different views on the future of the US nuclear weapons presence in
 Europe have come to represent different broader positions. Some Americans
 have come to see maintaining US nuclear weapons in Europe as irrelevant and
 counterproductive, in the light of their judgements as to deterrence and assur-
 ance requirements, while others have seen continuing utility in nuclear risk- and

 responsibility-sharing and associated arrangements. The US nuclear weapons in
 Europe have, in other words, been perceived through different analytical lenses.

 The prudence of sustaining - or unilaterally removing, without any Russian
 reciprocity - the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe has therefore become
 one of the key issues in dispute. The somewhat artificial focus on US nuclear
 weapons in Europe has persisted, despite the fact that there are other important
 issues related to US extended deterrence. The extension by Washington of a
 credible umbrella of deterrence protection also depends on US intercontinental
 forces, missile defences, non-nuclear capabilities, declaratory policy, strategic
 targeting policy, and relations with the NATO allies, among other factors.
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 This article briefly reviews the essential background - the US policy debates
 regarding NATO nuclear deterrence during the Cold War - before turning to
 the point of departure for the current debate, namely the decisions taken by
 the United States government and NATO in 1991. Since that date, while many
 analysts and policy-makers have continued to support the traditional US view
 of NATO nuclear deterrence requirements, observers in four schools of thought
 have advocated the withdrawal from Europe of the remaining US nuclear
 weapons on a unilateral basis, without negotiated Russian reciprocity. Of these
 four schools of thought, the most publicly prominent and influential consists of

 proponents of nuclear arms control and disarmament who prescribe the unilateral

 withdrawal, without any negotiated Russian reciprocity, of the remaining US
 nuclear weapons in Europe, The article therefore surveys several of the key issues
 in dispute between these proponents of an ambitious nuclear arms control and
 disarmament agenda and supporters of the traditional view in order to highlight

 the fundamental questions at stake. Judgements regarding these issues may well be
 of decisive importance in the alliance's current Deterrence and Defence Posture
 Review, commissioned by the allies at the November 2010 Lisbon summit.

 The United States and NATO nuclear deterrence during the Cold War

 The general concept of a US nuclear umbrella over Europe goes back to the origins
 of the alliance in the late 1940s.1 Obtaining such an umbrella was one of the chief

 motives of the European proponents of the North Atlantic Treaty. A few days
 before the allies concluded this treaty on 4 April 1949, Winston Churchill said: 'It
 is certain that Europe would have been Communized, like Czechoslovakia, and
 London under bombardment some time ago but for the deterrent of the atomic
 bomb in the hands of the United States.'2

 The first 'Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North Atlantic Area',
 approved by the allies in December 1949, included a US commitment to employ
 nuclear weapons in defence of the allies.3 Owing to assessments that attributed
 substantial conventional military superiority to the Soviet Union,4 the United
 States began deploying nuclear weapons on the territory of European allies in
 1952.5

 1 For a lucid and concise review of the alliance's nuclear strategy during the Cold War, see Michael O. Wheeler,
 'NATO nuclear strategy, 1949-1990', in Gustav Schmidt, ed., A history of NATO: the first fifty years , vol. 3
 (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave, 2001), pp. 121-39.

 2 Winston Churchill, speech on 31 March 1949, in Winston S. Churchill: his complete speeches, 189 7-1963 , ed. Robert

 Rhodes James, vol. 7 (New York and London: Chelsea House/R. R. Bowker, 1974), p. 7809.
 3 DC 6/1, Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North Atlantic Area', approved by the North Atlantic

 Defense Committee on 1 Dec. 1949, in Gregory W. Pedlow, ed., NATO strategy documents 1949-1969 (Brussels:
 NATO Information Service, 1997), p. 5, para. 7a. See also Gregory W. Pedlow, 'The evolution of NATO
 strategy, 1949-1969', in Pedlow, NATO strategy documents 1049-1960. pp. xii- xiii.

 4 The magnitude of the US force presence in Europe during the Cold War was remarkable, as were US
 reinforcement capabilities; but US and allied conventional forces did not eliminate the alliance's dependence
 on nuclear deterrence. For background, see Hubert Zimmermann, 'The improbable permanence of a commit-
 ment: America's troop presence in Europe during the Cold War ' Journal of Cold War Studies 11 : 1, Winter 2009.

 5 Gen. Lauris Norstad, USAF (SACEUR 1956-1963), testimony in The Atlantic Alliance, hearings before the
 Subcommittee on National Security and International Operations, Committee on Government Operations,
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 The Soviet launch of Sputnik in October 1957 made clear to the NATO allies
 that Moscow would soon be able to build the world's first intercontinental ballistic

 missiles (ICBMs) - missiles that could strike the United States half an hour after

 being launched from Soviet soil.6 The imminence of a Soviet ability to strike
 the United States with nuclear weapons in prompt retaliation for any US use
 of nuclear weapons in Europe raised profound questions about the credibility of
 US commitments to defend the NATO allies.7 As early as 1953 the US govern-
 ment had anticipated the eventual vulnerability of the United States to Soviet
 nuclear attack, with a possible 'stalemate' based on 'atomic plenty' on each side.8
 However, the Sputnik launch dramatically underscored the unexpectedly rapid
 pace of Soviet technological innovation. It challenged the US assumption that the
 United States could retain technological superiority over the Soviet Union and
 thereby maintain peace.9

 Sputnik was one of the key factors, in conjunction with the Soviet Union's
 rejection of a set of disarmament proposals endorsed by the NATO allies, that led
 to the first summit meeting in NATO's history, convened in Paris in December
 1957. In their communique, the NATO allies stated that

 The Soviet leaders, while preventing a general disarmament agreement, have made it
 clear that the most modern and destructive weapons, including missiles of all kind, are
 being introduced in the Soviet armed forces ... As long as the Soviet Union persists in this
 attitude, we have no alternative but to remain vigilant and to look to our defences.

 In order to reinforce deterrence of the USSR, and at the same time to reassure

 the allies that the US was genuinely committed to their defence, the United States

 proposed nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements, whereby some
 US allies hosted US nuclear weapons and/or provided the personnel and delivery
 systems for them - artillery, missiles and aircraft.10 Control over the nuclear

 US Senate, 89th Congress, 2nd Session, Part 2 (Washington DC: Government Printing Office, 1966), pp. 69,
 86.

 6 The Soviet Union conducted the world's first successful ICBM test in August 1957, but this test did not gain
 the public attention accorded to Sputnik.

 7 Over time, with improvements in its ballistic missiles, the USSR sought to acquire a capability to strike the
 United States with nuclear weapons not only in retaliation for any US attacks but also in anticipation of such
 attacks via a 'launch on warning' posture. Early Soviet ICBMs and SLBMs were liquid-fuelled, however, and
 therefore dependent on alert, warning and readiness measures for prompt employment. The longstanding
 Soviet reliance on 'launch on warning' appears to have been rooted in concerns about force survivability and
 the uncertain outcome of any nuclear exchange. As Soviet ballistic missiles improved, including by becoming
 solid-fuelled, the Soviet technical and operational capability to launch on warning was enhanced, but
 shortcomings persisted in the technical performance and operational reliability of the early warning system,
 particularly for purposes of attack characterization. For background, see Pavel Podvig, 'History and the
 current status of the Russian early-warning system', Science and Global Security 10, 2002, pp. 21-60.
 NSC 162/2, 'A Report to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary on Basic National Security
 Policy', 30 Oct. 1953, p. 4, para. 6b, http://www.fas.org/irp/offdocs/nsc-hst/nsc-162--2.pdf, accessed 8 Sept.
 201 1.

 9 According to the report by the ODM (Office of Defense Mobilization) Defense Working Group, Achieving
 and maintaining US and free-world technological superiority over the USSR', 20 Dec. 1955, 'the maintenance
 of technological superiority by the US over the USSR could mean the difference between peace and general
 nuclear war'. See Foreign Relations of the United States, 1955-1957 , vol. 19: National security policy, document 48,

 http://www.history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1955-57v19/d48, accessed 2 Aug. 2011.
 10 North Atlantic Council, final communique, 16-19 Dec. 1957, paras 18-21, http://www.nato.int/docu/

 comm/49-95/c57i2i9a.htm, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 warheads would remain in US hands in peacetime, but could be transferred to
 allies in wartime.

 One of the purposes of this proposal was to convince the allies that the US
 nuclear guarantee was genuine by giving them a hand in implementing it. This
 would in turn, it was hoped, promote alliance cohesion and reinforce deterrence.

 At the same time, from Washington's perspective, the acceptance by the allies of

 nuclear operational responsibilities would mean the allies sharing the immense
 political burdens associated with nuclear deterrence.11 In 1966 General Lauris
 Norstad, who had served as Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR)
 from 1956 to 1963, testified that 'whether the NATO forces in Europe should
 have a nuclear capability is not an issue'.12

 Nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing in itself was not enough, however, to

 resolve the many concerns that US strategic vulnerability raised about the credi-

 bility of US commitments. The main NATO nuclear deterrence issues during the

 decade 1957-68 included how to provide for satisfactory allied participation in
 command and control over nuclear weapons and consultations on strategic policy;
 whether these command and consultation arrangements would suffice to persuade

 European allies other than Britain and France that they need not seek national
 nuclear capabilities; and how to assure the United States that allies would share
 the risk and responsibility associated with nuclear deterrence and would support
 measures to contain escalatory risks in a confrontation. To address these issues,
 Washington proposed a multilateral force and London suggested an Atlantic
 nuclear force; neither arrangement gained approval.

 In the late 1960s, however, the allies devised enduring alternative solutions
 concerning consultations, strategy and non-proliferation. In 1966-7, after France's

 withdrawal from the alliance's integrated military structure in 1966, the other allies

 established the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG) as a forum for consultations; and
 in 1967 they approved the 'flexible response' strategy, known formally as MC
 14/3. 13 As a classified US message noted in 1974,

 The US fostered the establishment of the NPG to satisfy the desire of most of our Allies -

 and particularly the FRG [Federal Republic of Germany] - to have a voice in the formula-
 tion of Alliance nuclear policy; to reassure Allies of US nuclear commitment; to foster a

 better understanding among Allies of uses and limitations of nuclear weapons; to blunt
 proliferation pressures; and to mitigate concern over ultimate US control over use of
 nuclear weapons.14

 The 'flexible response' strategy resolved some concerns through vague formu-
 lations subject to differing interpretations by the various allies, including the

 11 For background, see ch. 5, 'Eisenhower and nuclear sharing', in Marc Trachtenberg, A constructed peace: the
 making of the European settlement, 104^-1063 (Princeton. NT: Princeton University Press, iqqq}, dp. 14.6-200.

 12 Norstad, testimony in The Atlantic Alliance , p. 69 (emphasis in original).
 3 MC 14/3, Overall Strategic Concept for the Defense of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Area,

 approved by the Defence Planning Committee in ministerial session on 12 December 1967, in Pedlow, ed.,
 NATO strategy documents 1949-1969, pp. 345-70.

 14 Message from the US Mission to NATO to the Secretary of State and Secretary of Defense, cable USNATO
 6677 (1974), 'Future of NPG', 30 Nov. 1974, declassified 30 June 2005, available at http://aad.archives.gov/aad/
 createpdf?dt=2474&rid=i84645&dl=i345, accessed 27 Sept. 2011.
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 United States. France never approved the 'flexible response' strategy, however,
 and has never participated in the NPG. The NPG and associated consultation
 and nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements contributed to West
 Germany's decision to accede to the 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
 Nuclear Weapons (NPT) as a non-nuclear weapon state,15 while the Soviet Union
 and other NPT parties accepted NATO's nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing
 arrangements as consistent with the NPT.16

 Although 'flexible response' remained the alliance's strategy until the end of
 the Cold War in 1989-91 (it was replaced by the 1991 Strategic Concept), it did
 not resolve the fundamental problem of US strategic vulnerability undermining

 the credibility of US nuclear commitments to allies.17 It was owing in part to this

 vulnerability that the United States began in the 1960s to develop capabilities and

 plans providing for greater flexibility, discrimination and presidential choice in
 US nuclear employment options. In the mid-1970s the United States made public
 an increasingly discriminate capacity to employ limited strategic nuclear options

 (popularly known as the Schlesinger Doctrine) that was intended, among other
 purposes, to reinforce the credibility of extended deterrence. In the words of
 James Schlesinger, who served as Secretary of Defense from 1973 to 1975, 'We had

 to persuade the Russians and our European allies that extended deterrence still
 worked, even though the Soviet Union could now destroy our cities.'18

 The United States enhanced the credibility of its extended deterrence commit-

 ments, despite its vulnerability to Soviet nuclear attack, by making clear to
 Moscow that it regarded its own national security interests as being at stake along
 with those of its allies.19 No reliable solutions to the problems of US strategic
 vulnerability and escalation control were ever identified during the Cold War,
 despite the recurrent US interest in NATO conventional force improvements,
 escalation 'firebreaks', arms control, and means of damage limitation.20

 It was precisely because US experts and policy-makers were acutely conscious of

 US strategic vulnerability and the risks of combat escalating to the point of Soviet

 15 For a lucid account, see Hal Brands, 'Non-proliferation and the dynamics of the middle Cold War: the
 superpowers, the MLF, and the NPT', Cold War History 7:3, Aug. 2007, esp. pp. 404-409.

 16 Robert M. Lawrence and Joel Larus, 'A historical review of nuclear weapons proliferation and the development
 of the NPT', in Robert M. Lawrence and Joel Larus, eds, Nuclear proliferation: phase II (Lawrence: University
 Press of Kansas, 1974), pp. 14-20. See also George Bunn, Arms control by committee: managing negotiations with the
 Russians (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1992), pp. 81-2.

 17 Of the vast literature on this subject, two books deserve particular mention: David N. Schwartz, NATO's
 nuclear dilemmas (Washington DC: Brookings Institution, 1983), and Jane E. Stromseth, The origins of flexible
 response: NATO's debate over strategy in the 1960s (London: Macmillan, 1988). For further background, including
 a discussion of key questions about extended deterrence and limited nuclear operations that were never fully
 answered during the Cold War, see David S. Yost, 'The history of NATO theater nuclear force policy: key
 findings from the Sandia Conference', Journal of Strategic Studies 15: 2, pp. 228-61.

 1 James R. Schlesinger, interviews on 15 and 19 March 2007, quoted in Gordon S. Barrass, The Great Cold War:
 a journey through the hall of mirrors (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009), p. 181.

 19 For a more extensive discussion, see David S. Yost, Strategic stability in the Cold War: lessons for continuing
 challenges , Proliferation Paper 36 (Paris: Institut fran^ais des relations internationales, Winter 2011), pp. 41-4,
 http://www.ifri.org/downloads/pp36yost.pdf, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 20 For an incisive analysis of the debate within the United States during the Cold War about the utility of
 strategic damage limitation capabilities for extended deterrence in NATO, see Keith Payne, The great American
 gamble: deterrence theory and practice from the Cold War to the twenty-first century (Fairfax, VA: National Institute

 Press, 2008), pp. 24-55, 91-6.
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 nuclear strikes being launched against the US homeland that they valued highly
 the sharing of nuclear risks and responsibilities by the European allies. Several
 major decisions during the Cold War, such as that of 1979 to adopt a 'double-
 track' approach involving modernization and arms control for intermediate-range

 nuclear forces (INF) in Europe, derived in part from the nuclear risk- and
 responsibility-sharing arrangements and demonstrated European influence in the

 formulation of US and alliance policy. Schlesinger wrote in 1986 that 'nuclear
 weapons provide the glue that has held the Western alliance together'.21

 In 1988, near the end of the Cold War, Frank Carlucci, then the Secretary
 of Defense, expressed reservations about proposals in West Germany to seek
 removal of all the US nuclear weapons that remained after the series of reduc-
 tions undertaken both unilaterally and under the provisions of the 1987 INF
 Treaty. In Carlucci's words, 'it is incumbent on me and other officials in the
 United States to look at whether indeed we could keep the [US conventional
 military] forces here. So this is a very serious decision indeed, if you are moving
 toward a de-nuclearization of Europe.'22 In 1989 Dick Cheney, the new Secre-
 tary of Defense, made a comparable statement : 'We don't foresee a set of circum-

 stances where you have US troops deployed in Western Europe where you would

 not also have . . . nuclear weapons, short-range nuclear forces . . . That's a strictly
 hypothetical situation.'23

 Some commentators characterized this US position as 'no nukes, no troops',
 but the official US statements seem not to have been that categorical. They did,

 however, reflect a longstanding judgement that the participation of allies in
 sharing the risks and responsibilities associated with the nuclear umbrella contrib-

 uted to transatlantic cohesion as well as to deterrence and war prevention. Allied

 operational involvement in the management of US nuclear weapons in Europe has
 furnished a practical basis for meaningful consultations and allied influence on US

 and NATO nuclear policy.

 The 1991 decisions

 The point of departure for the current debate was the set of US presidential
 nuclear initiatives undertaken in 1991, at the end of the Cold War. In September
 that year, President George H. W. Bush announced, among other decisions, that
 the United States would eliminate all of its 'nuclear artillery shells and short
 range ballistic missile warheads' and 'withdraw all tactical nuclear weapons from
 its surface ships and attack submarines, as well as those nuclear weapons associated
 with our land-based naval aircraft . . . Many of these land and sea-based warheads
 will be dismantled and destroyed. Those remaining will be secured in central areas
 where they would be available if necessary in a future crisis.'24

 21 James Schlesinger, 'Reykjavik and revelations: a turn of the tide?', Foreign Affairs 65 : 3, 'America and the World
 1986' (1986), p. 430.
 Frank Carlucci quoted in William Tuohy, Carlucci warns Europe of US pullout on arms issue , Los Angeles
 Times, 8 Feb. 1988.

 23 Dick Cheney quoted in Ray Moseley, 'Chenev defends lack of arms talks'. Chicago Tribune . 8 May 1080.

 24 George H. W. Bush, 'Address to the nation on reducing United States and Soviet nuclear weapons', 27 Sept.
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 The principal US purpose with this initiative was, it appears, not only to
 achieve reductions in US and Soviet non-strategic nuclear forces but also to give
 Moscow an incentive to consolidate and secure its shorter-range nuclear arms as
 the Soviet Union disintegrated. One of the objectives evidently was, in other
 words, to contain a perceived 'loose nukes' danger in the collapsing Soviet realm.

 Referring to the coup attempt in Moscow in August 1991, Bush said: 'Last month's

 events not only permit, but indeed demand swifter, bolder action' than negotia-

 tions, which 'would only perpetuate these systems'. The US government sought
 coordinated initiatives by Washington and Moscow. Bush said: 'I have asked the
 Soviets to go down this road with us . . . Again, there is every reason for the Soviet

 Union to match our actions ... I urge them to do so . . . We expect our bold initia-

 tives to meet with equally bold steps on the Soviet side.'25
 In addition to the considerations articulated by Bush, other factors apparently

 contributed to the US decision. Brent Scowcroft, then the President's National

 Security Advisor, listed the 'distaste for negotiated arms control' on the part
 of Dick Cheney, then the Secretary of Defense; 'the unification of Germany
 [having] rendered short-range nuclear weapons undesirable'; South Korea having
 suggested 'the removal of the US nuclear weapons located there'; and the US
 Navy's problem of making port visits, 'in particular with Japan and New Zealand',
 even with a 'neither . . . confirm nor deny' policy, owing to the possible presence

 of nuclear weapons on US warships.26 Colin Powell, the Chairman of the Joint
 Chiefs of Staff when the presidential nuclear initiatives were formulated, expressed

 reservations in his memoirs about 'tactical nuclear weapons', particularly artillery,

 as 'trouble-prone, expensive to modernize, and irrelevant in the present world of

 highly accurate conventional weapons'.27
 Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev responded to President Bush's initiative

 with commitments the following month, and Russian President Boris Yeltsin
 reformulated these commitments in January 1992.28 While the United States
 removed all its nuclear weapons in South Korea and most of its weapons in Europe,
 it retained a reduced number of gravity bombs suitable for US and allied dual-
 capable aircraft (DCA) in Europe. In President Bush's words, 'We will, of course,
 ensure that we preserve an effective air-delivered nuclear capability in Europe.
 That is essential to NATO's security.'29

 US decisions at this time were probably influenced by evolving judgements
 within the alliance about nuclear requirements and preparations for possible
 arms control negotiations with the Soviet Union regarding short-range nuclear
 forces. In April 1989, May 1990 and May 1991, NATO's NPG endorsed a shift in

 1991 , available at http ://bushlibrary . tamu . edu/ research/ public_papers .php?id=3438 &year= 1991 &month=9,
 accessed 27 Sept. 2011.

 25 Bush, 'Address to the nation on reducing United States and Soviet nuclear weapons'.
 George Bush and Brent Scowcroft, A world transformed (New York: Knopf, 1998), pp. 544-5.

 27 Colin L. Powell with Joseph E. Persico, My American journey (New York: Random House, 1995), p. 540. (See
 also pp. 324 and 486.)

 2 For background on the statements by Gorbachev and Yeltsin, see David S. Yost, 'Russia's non-strategic nuclear
 forces', International Affairs 77: 3, July 2001, pp. 542-3.

 29 Bush, 'Address to the nation on reducing United States and Soviet nuclear weapons'.
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 emphasis away from short-range systems towards longer-range and more flexible

 air-delivered capabilities.30 In October 1991 the NPG confirmed that the US initia-

 tives of the previous month would mean the elimination of all ground-launched

 systems and the radical reduction of air-deliverable weapons within the US and
 alliance nuclear posture in Europe.31 It appears that air-delivered weapons were
 retained because the allies, including the United States, saw them as most consistent

 with the NPG criteria of 'longer ranges', 'greater flexibility' and 'widespread
 Alliance participation'.32

 The George H. W. Bush administration had highlighted in August 1991 the
 importance of allied participation in the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture
 via DCA. 'As the principal means by which Alliance members share nuclear
 risks and burdens, these aircraft and their [nuclear] weapons must be based in
 Europe.'33 The United States has retained this policy, with some adjustments
 (discussed below). Washington has nonetheless recognized the substantial changes
 in NATO's circumstances since the end of the Cold War in 1989-91 . During the
 Cold War, NATO focused on deterrence of aggression or coercion by the Soviet
 Union and its Warsaw Pact allies, along with preparedness for defence and crisis

 management. Since 1991 Russia and NATO have ostensibly become security
 partners, through the NATO- Russia Founding Act, the NATO- Russia Council
 and various programmes of dialogue and cooperation. All the former non-Soviet
 Warsaw Pact states have become members of NATO, as have the Baltic states

 and some of the Yugoslav successor states. Some of the newer NATO allies fear
 Russia (especially since the Russia- Georgia war in August 2008) and seek reassur-

 ance as to the reliability of NATO's deterrence and defence posture, including US
 extended deterrence.

 Since 1991 the US nuclear and military presence in Europe has been drasti-
 cally reduced; at the same time, Russia's dependence on non-strategic nuclear
 forces has increased, owing to its continuing conventional military weakness and
 other factors.34 Russia has conducted exercises highlighting its nuclear capabilities

 and 'de-escalation' doctrine and simulating nuclear attacks against NATO allies,
 including Poland.35 The United States has fully implemented its 1991 commit-
 ments to reduce and/or eliminate its holdings of certain types of non-strategic

 30 NATO NPG, final communique, 19-20 April 1989, para. 6; NATO NPG, final communique, 9-10 May 1990,
 paras 5 and 6; Defense Planning Committee and NATO NPG, final communique, 28-29 May 1991, para. 13.

 31 NATO NPG, final communique, 17-18 Oct. 1991, paras 5 and 6. According to this communique, 'The total
 reduction in the current NATO stockpile of sub-strategic weapons in Europe will be roughly 80%' (para. 5).

 32 For a more detailed discussion, see David S. Yost, 'Assurance and US extended deterrence in NATO',
 International Affairs 85: 4, July 2009, pp. 770-71.

 33 The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States (Washington DC: US Government Printing
 Office, Aug. 1991), p. 26.

 34 Roger N. McDermott, Russia s conventional military weakness and substrategic nuclear policy (Fort Leavenworth,
 KA: US Army, Foreign Military Studies Office, July 2011).

 35 Russians use the term 'de-escalation' to refer to an initial use of nuclear weapons with a view to conflict
 termination after the failure of conventional military operations. This terminology differs from that in
 the United States and other NATO countries, which regard the initial use of nuclear weapons as an act of
 escalation. See Jacob Kipp, 'Ten years of anti-NATO exercises by Russian and Belarusian armed forces',
 Eurasia Daily Monitor 6: 178, 29 Sept. 2009; also Matthew Day, 'Russia "simulates" nuclear attack on Poland',
 Daily Telegraph , 1 Nov. 2009, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/p0land/6480227/Russia-
 simulates-nuclear-attack-on-Poland.html, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 nuclear weapons, while Russia has evidently not done so. 36 Both Gorbachev and
 Yeltsin promised to eliminate all nuclear warheads for artillery and land-based
 tactical missiles, for example; but the Russian defence ministry website affirmed

 the continuing importance of these nuclear capabilities as recently as May 2011.37
 In 2004 a Russian defence ministry representative said: 'We are not going to report

 back to anybody with figures in our hands about how many and what kind of
 specific tactical nuclear arms we have reduced.'38

 While some NATO allies remain preoccupied with Russia as a potential security

 challenge, other allies have expressed concern about a potential need for nuclear
 deterrence aimed at non-Russian adversaries, such as Iran. As Walt Slocombe has
 observed,

 The 'Irans' of the foreseeable future . . . could well take actions outside the strict confines

 of NATO territory that threaten critical NATO interests and that would justify NATO
 military response. And . . . they may, in the future, have nuclear weapons and the ability
 to strike NATO territory and forces with them. If such 'Irans' were able to deliver nuclear

 attacks on NATO territory, they might try to use the threat of such attacks to coerce
 NATO into declining to intervene.39

 The extent to which the alliance nuclear deterrence posture based on US nuclear
 weapons in Europe might be relevant to countering such threats to allied interests
 has received little attention in the public debate. The most feared Iranian threat

 scenario would involve nuclear-armed missiles, and public statements issued by the

 United States and its NATO allies have emphasized missile defence as a counter
 to Iran's current and prospective missile capabilities - despite the clear operational
 limitations of such a solution.

 The traditional view

 The focus of the muted, often behind-the-scenes, debate in the United States

 over NATO nuclear deterrence is fixed on the fate of the remaining US nuclear
 weapons in Europe: whether to keep them there for the foreseeable future, pending

 the outcome of negotiations with Russia that might provide for reductions, or to
 withdraw them unilaterally, without any negotiated Russian reciprocity. As noted

 36 The commitments articulated by Presidents George H. W. Bush, Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin in
 1991- 2 are known as presidential nuclear initiatives (PNIs). According to the US Congressional Commission,
 Russia 'is no longer in compliance with its PNI commitments': see William J. Perry, Chairman, and James R.
 Schlesinger, Vice-Chairman, America's strategic posture: the final report of the Congressional Commission on the strategic

 posture of the United States (Washington DC: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2009), p. 13, http://www.
 usip.org/strategic_posture/final.html, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 37 Roger N. McDermott, Russia's conventional military weakness and substrategic nuclear policy (Fort Leavenworth,
 KA: US Army, Foreign Military Studies Office, July 2011), pp. 6-7.

 3 ITAR-TASS (in Russian), 7 Oct. 2004, https://www.opensource.gov, CEP20041007000187.
 39 Walt Slocombe, Nuclear issues for NATO after the Strategic Concept (Washington DC: EUCOM Task Force,

 Atlantic Council of the United States, June 2011), p. 4. This point has been made by several strategists since
 the end of the Cold War. Jean-Louis Gergorin suggested nearly 20 years ago that the proliferation of nuclear
 and other weapons of mass destruction could result in 'the at least partial sanctuarization of powers seeking to
 practise regional expansionism without the intervention of the great powers and the international community' :
 Jean-Louis Gergorin, 'Deterrence in the post-Cold War era', in New dimensions in international security, part II,
 Adelphi Paper 266 (London: Brassey's for the International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1992), p. 10.
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 above, this is a narrow and artificial focus, because it takes no account of declara-

 tory policy and strategic posture issues, nuclear and non-nuclear, pertinent to
 NATO nuclear deterrence; nonetheless, the US nuclear weapons in Europe and
 nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements have attracted most of the

 attention in discussions in recent years.

 The traditional view, articulated by scholars and veteran policy-makers such as

 those who served on the Congressional Commission on the Strategic Posture of
 the United States in 2008-2009, has supported longstanding official US and NATO

 policy. This policy has called for maintaining the US nuclear weapons remaining
 in Europe and the arrangements associated with them, including DCA, nuclear-
 certified crews, secure weapon storage sites, programmes of cooperation for allies

 bearing host and delivery responsibilities, and mechanisms of communication and

 consultation for allies participating in the deliberations of the NPG and subordi-
 nate bodies.

 Although a few experts have argued that stand-off missiles would represent
 an improvement over gravity bombs, there has been no official interest in such a

 modernization of the US nuclear capability in Europe and hence no debate about
 it.40 Another innovative concept that has to date won little official support is that

 of a jointly procured and operated NATO wing of DCA, on the model of the
 alliance's Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft.41

 The traditional view in the United States has shown remarkable continuity
 since the late 1950s, when NATO nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrange-

 ments were first established, despite drastic reductions in US nuclear weapons in
 Europe from their high levels during the Cold War.42 Supporters of official US

 and NATO policy hold that the risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements for
 US nuclear weapons in Europe have served three functions at once:

 • first, communicating a message to adversaries that an alliance nuclear deter-
 rent has been constituted, with multiple allies involved in consulting on policy,
 maintaining the posture and preparing for possible operations;

 • second, assuring the allies of the genuineness of US commitments, with the
 nuclear weapons, delivery systems, consultations, and other concrete and
 tangible arrangements anchoring the US political- military presence on allied

 40 According to a recent GAO report, 'The currently deployed B6i bombs use a parachute to slow the bomb in
 midair and allow time for delivery aircraft to exit the targeted area before the bomb detonates.' This is to be
 replaced with a guided tailkit section, 'a nonnuclear component that will replace the existing parachute and
 is intended to allow for increased aircraft survivability, safer delivery profiles, and more space for additional
 components, such as safety and security enhancements': Nuclear weapons: DODand NNSA need to better manage
 scope of future refurbishments and risks to maintaining US commitments to NATO , GAO-11-387 (Washington DC : US
 Government Accountabilitv Office. Mav 201 1). d. n. nn. 21 and 22.

 41 The political and practical challenges to organizing such a NATO DCA wing have yet to be thoroughly
 examined. The same holds true of other innovative concepts, such as training and certifying for nuclear missions
 aircrews from NNWS allies that lack DCA. Some supporters of the traditional view hold that new operational,
 technical and financial means of nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing deserve further investigation.

 42 'Deployed weapons in Europe have been reduced by more than 97 per cent since their peak in the 1970s':
 James R. Schlesinger, chairman, Report of the Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management,

 phase II: review of the DoD nuclear mission (Arlington, VA: Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear
 Weapons Management, Dec. 2008), p. 59. This report is available at http://www.defenselink.mil/pubs/pdfs/
 PhaseIIReportFinal.pdf, accessed 29 Sept. 2011.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 soil and creating a presumption of concerted action in the event of a crisis;

 • third, making the extended deterrence responsibility more acceptable to the
 United States by providing a structure within which, rather than bearing the

 burden all by itself, the United States shares with its allies practical security
 roles, financial costs, and political and military risks and responsibilities.

 Supporters of these arrangements maintain that it is hard to think of better ones that

 would satisfy the need for risk- and responsibility-sharing, with some European

 allies having an operational role. They further maintain that the operational role

 provides those allies bearing host and delivery responsibilities with credibility and
 influence in the policy formation process. It is argued that, if the existing NATO

 arrangements were terminated, the allies would probably lose that influence and

 sense of participation, and greater political and strategic responsibilities would be

 placed on the shoulders of the United States.
 Some backers of the established policy also maintain that removing the

 remaining US nuclear weapons from Europe and terminating the nuclear sharing

 arrangements would have disadvantages such as politically isolating and 'singular-

 izing' the United States,43 and depriving it of the assistance of allies that have
 been willing to help bear the political and practical risks and responsibilities of
 maintaining an alliance nuclear deterrence posture. The NPG and other consul-
 tation mechanisms might remain, but with a critical difference: the absence of
 nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing and of the mutual confidence derived
 from a jointly sustained posture.

 Some supporters of the traditional approach have also expressed concern about
 how the withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons might affect Britain,
 France and the United States as the three nuclear-armed NATO allies. In their view,

 ending risk- and responsibility-sharing with non-nuclear weapon state (NNWS)
 allies could lead to a renationalized focus on the three nuclear weapon state (NWS)
 allies. This could be divisive and lead to tension because it would accentuate the

 objective dependence of the NNWS allies on the NWS allies. Political leaders in
 NWS allies, particularly the United States, could be annoyed by criticisms from
 Tree-riding' allies - even if it was a US decision that brought nuclear risk- and
 responsibility-sharing to an end. The end of nuclear risk- and responsibility-
 sharing could also, it is feared, lead to a sharper focus in some NNWS allies on
 the NWS allies as 'guilty', 'unenlightened' and 'retrograde' parties standing in the
 way of nuclear disarmament. Without NATO nuclear risk- and responsibility-
 sharing arrangements, some supporters of the traditional approach hold, there
 would be even less expertise in the NNWS allies about nuclear deterrence policy
 and capabilities, less sense of a shared deterrence culture in NATO Europe, and

 43 Some Americans have used the word 'singularizing' to remind their German counterparts of an earlier alliance
 nuclear deterrence debate. In the late 1970s West German officials insisted that NNWS allies in Europe other

 than West Germany should serve as hosts for projected deployments of US INF missiles lest West Germany
 be 'singularized'. The West Germans meant that they did not want to bear the burden of responsibility all
 by themselves, lest they aggravate their domestic political problems and become a clearer target for Soviet
 diplomatic pressure. For this reason West German officials and experts insisted on the importance of what
 they called 'non-singularization'.
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 even less inclination to support the alliance's NWS in international forums. Joseph

 Pilat has highlighted these potential consequences :

 Some have argued that NATO might consider removing the remaining US nuclear
 weapons from Europe as a symbolic move to demonstrate progress on article VI [of the
 NPT]. From this perspective, such a move would be positive, and withdrawal would be
 damaging only if it was mishandled diplomatically within the alliance. The removal of the

 US nuclear presence would likely have other costs, however, including reduced risk and
 responsibility sharing among the allies and a reduced level of nuclear expertise within the

 alliance. These costs could result in a significant erosion of alliance solidarity that might
 extend beyond nuclear weapons and related issues.44

 Moreover, the longstanding judgement of many US officials and experts persists.

 In their view, US nuclear weapons based in Europe send a more potent deter-
 rent message about US commitments than reliance solely on US nuclear weapons
 deployed at sea or based in North America. They hold that, with the US nuclear
 weapons presence in Europe, extensive nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing,
 and consultative arrangements for decision-making, the alliance has greater
 confidence in its strength and cohesion than it would have without these inter-

 related attributes - and greater confidence that adversaries will recognize NATO's
 resolve and capabilities.

 It was in view of such considerations that the US Congressional Commission, after

 undertaking an extensive effort to elicit the views of NATO allies, concluded in 2009

 that the nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements involving US and
 allied DCA and US nuclear weapons in Europe should be continued: 'A future
 variant of the advanced fighter, the F-35 or Joint Strike Fighter, is intended to be

 a replacement for the current dual-capable aircraft beginning in 2016. NATO allies
 are committed to the modernization of dual-capable aircraft and the United States
 should proceed in partnership with them.'45

 In 2009 a Council on Foreign Relations task force concluded that 'basing US
 short-range nuclear weapons still has political value to some NATO countries,
 because removing them might raise political questions about the credibility of
 US extended deterrence. The small US nuclear stockpile deployed in Europe still
 supports NATO political objectives and may help convince certain NATO allies
 not to build their own nuclear forces.'46

 Some proponents of keeping US nuclear weapons in Europe emphasize (as
 in the statement above) the purposes of assuring the allies, maintaining alliance
 cohesion and promoting non-proliferation, while others go beyond those factors
 to underscore the utility of the established arrangements for America's own
 security. In their view, the deployment of US nuclear weapons sends a strong
 signal of an existential US engagement, a 'coupling' in which the United States

 44 Joseph F. Pilat, 'NATO nuclear forces and the new nuclear threats', International Journal 63 : 4, Autumn 2008,
 p. 880.

 45 Perry and Schlesinger, America's strategic posture, p. 26, http://www.usip.org/strategic_posture/final.html,
 accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 4 William J. Perry and Brent Scowcroft, Chairs, and Charles D. Ferguson, Project Director, US nuclear weapons
 policy, Independent Task Force Report no. 62 (New York: Council on Foreign Relations, 2009), p. 34.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 has identified its vital security interests with those of its allies. By this logic, this

 means of extending deterrence and reassuring allies contributes to US national
 security and the security of the alliance as a whole, not only to the security of the

 European allies.
 It achieves this effect by making any aggression against a NATO ally less likely.

 The Group of Experts appointed by Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the NATO Secre-
 tary General, and chaired by Madeleine Albright, a former US Secretary of State,

 concluded in May 2010 that 'under current security conditions, the retention of
 some US forward-deployed systems on European soil reinforces the principle of
 extended nuclear deterrence and collective defence'.47

 Some Americans also value the current arrangements on the grounds that they

 ensure that political responsibility for preparedness for nuclear missions is shared

 by the allies. US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton expressed a traditional view in
 April 2010: 'As a nuclear alliance, sharing nuclear risks and responsibilities widely
 is fundamental.'48

 Some members of Congress have expressed concern that ill-considered steps
 to alter these arrangements by the United States or other allies could lead to an
 erosion of the credibility of NATO's nuclear deterrent posture. For example, in
 July 2011 US Representative Michael Turner, Republican of Ohio, and Chairman
 of the Strategic Forces Subcommittee, House Armed Services Committee, said:

 I believe, and I think many of our NATO friends believe, that US nuclear weapons based
 in Europe continue to contribute to our extended deterrence, to assuring our allies, to
 dissuading further proliferation and therefore to strategic stability. The forward basing

 of nuclear weapons has historically been an essential part of the trans-Atlantic nuclear
 alliance. I worry that the credibility of our deterrent might suffer if some of our European

 allies or the US executive branch, acting alone, chose to undermine NATO's unified and
 shared nuclear mission ... I think that it would be an absolute loss of opportunity if we
 were to remove or reduce our nuclear weapons without achieving the bargaining chip
 with the Russians of real reductions in their tactical nuclear weapons.49

 Recent US and NATO decisions

 The United States has repeatedly reaffirmed its commitment to maintain extended

 nuclear deterrence protection for its allies. President Barack Obama said in his
 speech on nuclear disarmament in Prague in April 2009: 'As long as these [nuclear]
 weapons exist, the United States will maintain a safe, secure and effective arsenal
 to deter any adversary, and guarantee that defense to our allies.'50

 47 NATO 2020: assured security; dynamic engagement, analysis and recommendations of the Group of Experts on a New

 Strategic Concept for NATO (Brussels: NATO Public Diplomacy Division, 17 May 2010), p. 43, http://www.
 nato.int/cps/en/natolive/official_texts_63654.htm, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 48 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton quoted in Mark Landler, 'US resists push by allies for tactical nuclear cuts',
 New York Times, 23 April 2010.

 49 Congressman Michael Turner on US Strategic Forces Policy, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
 26 July 2011, transcript by Federal News Service, pp. 9, 14, carnegieendowment.org/files/72611_transcript_
 CongTurner.pdf, accessed 15 Sept. 2011.

 50 Remarks by President Barack Obama, Prague, 5 April 2009, http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/
 Remarks-By-President-Barack-Obama-In-Prague-As-Delivered/, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 The April 2010 Nuclear Posture Review Report honoured the Congressional
 Commission's recommendations in that it included the following announcement :

 The Air Force will retain a dual-capable fighter (the capability to deliver both conven-
 tional and nuclear weapons) as it replaces F-i6s with the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter ... [T]he

 United States will also conduct a full scope B-61 (nuclear bomb) Life Extension Program
 to ensure its functionality with the F-35 and to include making surety - safety, security,
 and use control - enhancements to maintain confidence in the B-61.51

 The Nuclear Posture Review also reaffirmed the traditional view that nuclear

 risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements bolster the alliance's cohesion and
 solidarity.

 Although the risk of nuclear attack against North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
 members is at an historic low, the presence of US nuclear weapons - combined with
 NATO's unique nuclear sharing arrangements under which non-nuclear members partic-
 ipate in nuclear planning and possess specially configured aircraft capable of delivering
 nuclear weapons - contribute to Alliance cohesion and provide reassurance to allies and
 partners who feel exposed to regional threats.52

 According to the alliance's November 2010 Strategic Concept, 'In any future
 reductions, our aim should be to seek Russian agreement to increase transpar-
 ency on its nuclear weapons in Europe and relocate these weapons away from
 the territory of NATO members. Any further steps must take into account the

 disparity with the greater Russian stockpiles of short-range nuclear weapons.'53
 Some Americans are concerned that the Russians might 'pocket' further one-sided

 reductions of US nuclear weapons from Europe without becoming significantly
 more forthcoming on transparency or reductions, leaving the United States and
 NATO without any of the negotiating leverage associated with the US nuclear
 weapons remaining in Europe.

 Supporters of the traditional view value NATO's arrangements for nuclear risk-

 and responsibility-sharing so highly that they are not prepared to endorse further

 cuts in US nuclear weapons in Europe without a treaty with Russia providing
 for reductions that address the US- Russian numerical disparity in non-strategic
 nuclear weapons, with reciprocal transparency and verification measures. The US
 Senate, in its December 2010 resolution of advice and consent to the ratification

 of the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), stated that

 the United States will seek to initiate, following consultation with NATO allies but not
 later than one year after the entry into force of the New START Treaty, negotiations with

 the Russian Federation on an agreement to address the disparity between the non-strategic
 (tactical) nuclear weapons stockpiles of the Russian Federation and of the United States
 and to secure and reduce tactical nuclear weapons in a verifiable manner.

 51 Nuclear posture review report (Washington DC: US Department of Defense, April 2010), p. 27.
 52 Nuclear posture review report , p. 32.

 iNortn Atlantic council, A cttve engagement, modern dejence: strategic Concept jor the dejence and security oj the members

 of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation , 19 Nov. 2010, para. 26, at http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/
 0fficial_texts_68580.htm, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 The resolution also stated that,

 Recognizing the difficulty the United States has faced in ascertaining with confidence the

 number of tactical nuclear weapons maintained by the Russian Federation and the security

 of those weapons, the Senate urges the President to engage the Russian Federation with
 the objectives of -
 (i) establishing cooperative measures to give each Party to the New START Treaty
 improved confidence regarding the accurate accounting and security of tactical nuclear
 weapons maintained by the other Party; and

 (ii) providing United States or other international assistance to help the Russian Federation

 ensure the accurate accounting and security of its tactical nuclear weapons.54

 Thomas Donilon, the President's National Security Advisor, indicated in March
 201 1 that the United States intends to work with its 'NATO allies to shape an
 approach to reduce the role and number of US tactical nuclear weapons, as Russia

 takes reciprocal measures to reduce its nonstrategic forces and relocates its nonstra-

 tegic forces away from NATO's borders'. Donilon added: 'In advance of a new
 treaty limiting tactical nuclear weapons, we also plan to consult with our allies on

 reciprocal actions that could be taken on the basis of parallel steps by each side. As
 a first step, we would like to increase transparency on a reciprocal basis concerning
 the numbers, locations, and types of nonstrategic forces in Europe.'55

 From the traditional perspective, the US and NATO negotiating position
 would be undermined if the allies undertook further unilateral reductions in the

 US nuclear weapons presence in Europe (that is, without any Russian reciprocity)

 or chose not to replace or extend the service lives of their DCA prior to the entry

 into force of a binding agreement with Russia concerning non-strategic nuclear
 forces.

 Most proponents of the traditional view, within and outside the US govern-
 ment, support the pursuit of arms control and disarmament measures affecting US
 and Russian non-strategic nuclear forces. Some of the strongest advocates outside

 government of keeping at least some US nuclear weapons in Europe for the
 foreseeable future also propose arms control negotiations with Russia to diminish
 both US and Russian holdings of non-strategic nuclear forces.

 The multiple co-authored statements by George P. Shultz, William J. Perry,
 Henry A. Kissinger and Sam Nunn since 2007 have been so vaguely worded
 that they can be seen as compatible with the traditional view supportive of US-
 Russian negotiations on non-strategic nuclear forces. These former officials wrote
 in 2011 that 'the US and its NATO allies, together with Russia, must begin moving

 away from threatening force postures and deployments including the retention of
 thousands of short-range battlefield nuclear weapons'.56

 S4 Resolution of advice and consent to ratification agreed to as amended in Senate, 22 Dec. 2010, Treaty
 between the United States of America and the Russian Federation on Measures for the Further Reduction

 and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, signed in Prague 8 April 2010, with protocol, http://thomas.loc.
 gov/cgi-bin/ntquery/z?trtys:inTDoooo5:, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 55 National Security Advisor Thomas E. Donilon, remarks at the Carnegie International Nuclear Policy
 Conference, 29 March 2011.

 5 George P. Shultz, William J. Perry, Henry A. Kissinger and Sam Nunn, Deterrence in the age or nuclear
 proliferation', Wall Street Journal, 7 March 2011. This can be regarded as a paraphrase of their call in 2007
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 As noted above, the Obama administration has to date sustained the traditional

 approach to NATO nuclear deterrence in multiple ways, including through the
 programme to extend the life of the B-61,57 the plan to procure the F-35 as a
 DCA,58 and support for risk and responsibility sharing. It should be recalled,
 however, that in making the announcements about the B-61 and the F-35, the
 Nuclear Posture Review Report stated: 'These decisions ensure that the United States

 will retain the capability to forward-deploy non-strategic nuclear weapons in
 support of its Alliance commitments. These decisions do not presume the results

 of future decisions within NATO about the requirements of nuclear deterrence
 and nuclear sharing, but keep open all options.'59

 While the Obama administration has maintained the longstanding US support
 for improving the contributions to deterrence made by missile defence and other
 non-nuclear capabilities (and diminished reliance on nuclear deterrence), it has
 also upheld the agreed NATO policy principle that further reductions in the US
 nuclear weapons presence in Europe 'must take into account the disparity with the

 greater Russian stockpiles of short-range nuclear weapons'.60 The US administra-
 tion supports the general consensus in the alliance that there should be no further

 reductions in the US nuclear weapons presence in Europe without negotiated
 Russian reciprocity, although the specific requirements of that reciprocity have
 yet to be agreed among the allies.

 It should be noted that this alliance consensus includes Germany, despite the
 terms of the October 2009 coalition agreement of the CDU/CSU- FDP (Chris-
 tian Democratic Union/Christian Social Union- Free Democratic Party) govern-
 ment, which state its commitment to 'engage within the Alliance, as well as across

 the table with the American Allies, such that the remaining nuclear weapons in
 Germany are removed'.61 Although that coalition agreement is still in effect, in

 April 2011 Germany's ambassador to NATO co-signed the 'Letter of 10' (released
 at the NATO foreign ministerial meeting in Berlin), the covering note to which

 made clear that any reductions in NATO non-strategic nuclear weapons would
 have to be made on the basis of reciprocity with Russia, and that the immediate

 focus should be on transparency and confidence-building measures. In short,
 Germany's position has evolved, and there now appears to be a firm consensus

 for eliminating short-range nuclear weapons designed to be forward-deployed and their appeal in 2008
 for a dialogue involving NATO and Russia 'on consolidating the nuclear weapons designed for forward
 deployment to enhance their security, and as a first step toward careful accounting for them and their eventual
 elimination'. See their articles, 'A world free of nuclear weapons', Wall Street Journal , 4 Jan. 2007, and 'Toward
 a nuclear-free world', Wall Street Journal, 15 Jan. 2008.

 57 For a recent assessment of efforts in support of the B-61 life extension programme, see Nuclear weapons,
 GAO-11-387.

 58 The Secretary of the Air Force, Michael Donley, recently restated his commitment to the F-35, despite the
 prospect of procurement delays owing to budgetary factors. See David Alexander and Andrea Shalal-Esa, 'Air
 force chief backs F-35 as Pentagon eyes delays', Reuters.com, 19 Sept. 2011.

 59 Nuclear posture review report, pp. 27-8.

 60 North Atlantic Council, Active engagement, modern defence, para. 26, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/
 official_texts_68580.htm.

 61 'In diesem Zusammenhang sowie im Zuge der Ausarbeitung eines strategischen Konzeptes der NATO
 werden wir uns im Biindnis sowie gegeniiber den amerikanischen Verbiindeten dafiir einsetzen, dass die in
 Deutschland verbliebenen Atomwaffen abgezogen werden' : Wachstum. Bildung. Zusammenhalt: Koalitionsvertrag
 zwischen CDU, CSU und FDP, 17 Legislaturperiode (Berlin, CDU/CSU/FDP, 26 Oct. 2009), p. 120.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 among the 28 allies that unilateral reductions (that is, without Russian reciprocity)

 would be imprudent.62

 The NATO heads of state and government decided at the November 2010 Lisbon

 summit to commission a Deterrence and Defense Posture Review (DDPR) :

 We have tasked the [North Atlantic] Council to continue to review NATO's overall
 posture in deterring and defending against the full range of threats to the Alliance, taking

 into account changes in the evolving international security environment. This compre-
 hensive review should be undertaken by all Allies on the basis of deterrence and defence

 posture principles agreed in the Strategic Concept, taking into account WMD [weapons
 of mass destruction] and ballistic missile proliferation. Essential elements of the review
 would include the range of NATO's strategic capabilities required, including NATO's
 nuclear posture, and missile defence and other means of strategic deterrence and defence.63

 The allies reportedly expect to conclude the DDPR before the next NATO
 summit, which is to be convened in Chicago in May 2012.

 The US Senate's New START ratification resolution and NATO's DDPR

 have opened a new phase of discussion. The United States and its NATO allies
 will have to reconcile their DDPR conclusions with their interest in arms control

 and confidence-building measures intended to enhance transparency, such
 as data exchanges with Russia. To date, it should be noted, the Russians have
 demonstrated little interest in arms control or transparency in respect of their
 non-strategic nuclear forces.

 The outcomes of this phase could nonetheless constitute 'middle options'
 between simply sustaining the status quo and unilaterally withdrawing, without
 any Russian reciprocity, the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe. These
 'middle options' might involve negotiated reductions, including an agreed consol-
 idation of storage sites on each side, the establishment of a jointly procured NATO

 wing of DCA, and/or a reformulation of NATO declaratory policy, among other
 possibilities.

 Some US officials and experts have examined the possibility of a US- Russian
 agreement on an arms control regime with an aggregate warhead ceiling and
 'freedom to mix' for all remaining types of US and Russian nuclear weapons,
 including non-deployed weapons as well as deployed strategic and non-strategic
 weapons. This could lead to reductions or restructuring in the US nuclear weapons
 presence in Europe. Both sides might find appealing elements in such an agreement.
 Russia, for example, might thereby establish constraints on US strategic nuclear
 upload potential (that is, the capacity of the United States to place more nuclear
 warheads on its strategic missiles and bomber aircraft than are normally deployed

 on these delivery systems), while the United States might achieve reductions in

 62 Non-paper submitted by Poland, Norway, Germany and the Netherlands on increasing transparency and
 confidence with regard to tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, 14 April 2011. The ambassadors to NATO of
 Belgium, the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland
 and Slovenia signed the covering letter of 15 April 2011 to Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the NATO Secretary
 General. This document is available at http://www.fas.org/blog/ssp/2011/04/natoproposal.php, accessed 20
 Aug. 2011.

 J North Atlantic Council, Lisbon summit declaration, 20 Nov. 2010, para. 30, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/
 natolive/official_texts_68828.htm?mode=pressrelease, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 Russian non-strategic nuclear warheads if Moscow decided to diminish their
 number in order to maintain a certain level of strategic nuclear warheads. However,

 while both sides may wish to explore the possible parameters and implications of

 such an aggregate agreement, new negotiations to this end appear unlikely in the

 near future for several reasons, including the inclination, particularly in Russia,

 to observe New START implementation for some time before initiating further
 negotiations affecting nuclear forces; the continuing Russian-US impasse over
 missile defence; the substantial importance of non-strategic nuclear weapons in
 Russia's defence concept; and Russian uncertainties about limits on warheads that
 would require new forms of verification.64

 Moreover, some Russian statements have linked possible further nuclear force

 reductions to negotiations on missile defence, non-nuclear strategic systems,
 space capabilities, and the resolution of Conventional Armed Forces in Europe
 (CFE) Treaty questions. In July 2010 Sergey Lavrov, the Russian foreign minister,

 expressed concern about 'the totality of factors that could erode strategic
 stability', including 'the prospect of weapons in outer space, plans for the creation

 of non-nuclear strategic missile systems, the unilateral strategic missile defense

 buildup, and the growing imbalance in conventional weapons'.65 In January 2011
 Lavrov added that powers in addition to Russia and the United States should be
 included in the negotiations.66

 At the present stage of discussion, it should be noted, US analysts do not
 agree on what might be reasonable terms of reference for negotiations involving
 the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe, including units of account,
 participants, geographical scope and verification measures. Terminology has long
 been problematic and contentious in this domain. For instance, commentators
 and NATO governments have long used terms such as 'tactical', 'sub-strategic'
 and 'non-strategic' to describe the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe.
 Elaine Bunn has written: 'The term "tactical" or "non-strategic" nuclear weapons
 is oxymoronic: all nuclear weapons would be strategic in their effect; "tactical"
 or "non-strategic" nuclear weapons are really just differently-deployed. This is
 leftover terminology, meaning nuclear weapons not covered by START, SORT
 [Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty] or other arms control agreements.'67

 64 From a US perspective, the verification issues associated with limiting warheads (particularly non-strategic
 and non-deployed warheads) have yet to be fully resolved, but they would clearly be important to US senators
 considering whether to give their approval to the ratification of a treaty calling for warhead limitations.
 Certain members of Congress (in the House of Representatives as well as the Senate) would look askance
 at an agreement that reduced the US stockpile, including non-deployed warheads, in the absence of steps to
 address the shortcomings of the US nuclear weapons complex. This would be an even more neuralgic issue
 if budget cuts undermined the White House assurances to the Senate that facilitated ratification of the New
 START treaty.

 5 Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 'The New START Treaty in the global security matrix: the political
 dimension', Mezhdunarodnaya Zhizn , no. 7, July 2010, http://www.mid.ru/brp_4.nsf/e78a48070f128a7b43256
 999005bcbb3/25909cfeibbdic6ec32577750Q339245?OpenDocument, accessed 30 Dec. 2010.
 Jacob W. Kipp, A long way to zero: Moscow remains reluctant to take the next step , Eurasia Daily Monitor
 8: 30, 11 Feb. 2011.

 Elaine Bunn, The future of US extended deterrence', in Bruno Tertrais, ed., Perspectives on extended deterrence ,
 Recherches et Documents 3/2010 (Paris: Fondation pour la recherche strategique, May 2010), p. 41, http://
 www.frstrategie.org/barreFRS/publications/rd/2010/RD_201003.pdf, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 On the other hand, at a recent workshop an American expert noted that
 using the term 'strategic' to describe all US nuclear weapons 'could have adverse
 effects by supporting the traditional Soviet and Russian position that US nuclear

 weapons in Europe are forward-based strategic systems. The Russians, he said,
 would almost certainly not agree to call their non-strategic nuclear forces
 "strategic".'68 As Rose Gottemoeller, the Assistant Secretary of State for Arms
 Control, Verification and Compliance, observed in August 2011, 'Our conversa-
 tion with Russia must include defining what exactly constitutes a non-strategic
 nuclear weapon and whether or not a single overall limit on all nuclear weapons
 would be possible.'69

 Furthermore, in seeking the conditions for further reductions in the US nuclear

 weapons presence in Europe, the alliance will have to keep in mind potential
 adversaries other than Russia that might present nuclear deterrence requirements
 for NATO.

 Advocates of withdrawal

 The American advocates of withdrawing the remaining US nuclear weapons
 in Europe without any negotiated Russian reciprocity fall into four categories:
 some military officers who consider the weapons and associated arrangements
 unnecessary and therefore wasteful of resources; proponents of ambitious arms
 control and disarmament measures who view the presence of the weapons in
 Europe as an obstacle to their policy objectives; champions of nuclear disarma-
 ment who reject extended nuclear deterrence policies and who wish to get rid of

 these weapons and all other nuclear arms promptly; and campaigners for selective

 engagement who want the United States to abandon its extended nuclear deter-
 rence commitments to allies on the grounds that they could lead to US involve-
 ment in a nuclear war.

 The debate, in other words, has involved a multiplicity of views. The discus-
 sion has been episodic and unstructured. Proponents of the diverse arguments in
 circulation have at times talked past each other, giving little systematic attention

 to the views advanced by others.

 Moreover, the dividing lines among groups of arms control supporters are not

 always easy to discern. Provided that the negotiations could be concluded quickly,

 some proponents of withdrawing the US weapons unilaterally (that is, without
 any Russian reciprocity) would accept and even applaud negotiated reductions as
 steps in the right direction.

 68 See David S. Yost, Adapting NATO's deterrence posture: the alliance's New Strategic Concept and implications for nuclear

 policy, non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament: a report on a workshop in Tallinn, 4-6 May 2011 (Rome: NATO

 Defense College, June 2011), p. 6, http://www.ndc. nato.int/download/downloads.php?icode=294, accessed
 28 Sept. 2011.

 ^ Rose Gottemoeller, Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of Arms Control, Verification and Compliance, '21st
 century deterrence challenges', remarks at the US Strategic Command 201 1 Deterrence Symposium, Omaha,
 Nebraska, 4 Aug. 2011, http://www.state.g0v/t/avc/rls/169545.htm, accessed 15 Sept. 2011.
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 Some military officers

 The 2008 Schlesinger panel report made public the fact that some high-level
 military officers at the US European Command (USEUCOM) and in the US Air
 Forces in Europe (USAFE) did not support US and alliance policy:

 USEUCOM, long the principal advocate for nuclear weapons in Europe, now abstains
 from its advocacy role. It no longer recognizes the political imperative of US nuclear
 weapons within the Alliance. This attitude is held at the senior levels of USEUCOM and
 permeates the staffs ... USEUCOM argues that an 'over the horizon' strategic capability
 is just as credible. It believes there is no military downside to the unilateral withdrawal of

 nuclear weapons from Europe. This attitude fails to comprehend - and therefore under-

 mines - the political value our friends and allies place on these weapons, the political costs
 of withdrawal, and the psychological impact of their visible presence as well as the security

 linkages they provide.70

 Some US military officers have regarded the remaining US nuclear weapons in
 Europe as unnecessary, on the grounds that any targets that could be attacked
 by DCA carrying gravity bombs could be struck more rapidly by ICBMs or
 sea-launched ballistic missiles, or just as effectively by strategic bombers armed with

 gravity bombs and air-launched cruise missiles. In 2005 it was reported that 'Gen.

 James L. Jones, [then] the head of the European Command and the top NATO
 commander, has privately told associates that he favors eliminating the American

 nuclear stockpile in Europe, but has met resistance from some NATO political
 leaders/71 In April 2010 General James Cartwright, then the Vice Chairman of the

 Joint Chiefs of Staff, was asked: 'Is there a military mission performed by these

 aircraft-delivered weapons that cannot be performed by either US strategic forces
 or US conventional forces?' He replied: 'No.'72

 Some military officers and analysts who take a 'target coverage' or 'military
 utility' perspective on NATO nuclear deterrence requirements hold that the
 expense of maintaining nuclear-certified crews and aircraft as well as weapon
 storage sites in Europe is unjustified. In their view the training funds and man-hours

 could be better applied to non-nuclear missions. The arduous standards enforced
 in training for nuclear missions are deemed burdensome and pointless, in view
 of what the NATO allies have described as the 'extremely remote' prospect of
 nuclear operations.73

 Since the events in 2007 that led to the formation of the Schlesinger panel and
 the publication of its report, US military leaders have had renewed incentives to

 recognize that their duty is to ensure that US nuclear capabilities are safe, secure

 70 Schlesinger, Report of the Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management, phase II: review of
 the DoD nuclear mission , p. 59, emphasis in original.

 71 Eric Schmitt, 'Up to 480 US atomic weapons still kept in Europe, study says', New York Times, 9 Feb. 2005.
 72 Council on Foreign Relations meeting, 'Nuclear posture review', 8 April 2010, http://www.cfr.org/

 proliferation/nuclear-posture-review/p2i86i, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
 73 NATO s 1999 Strategic Concept stated that the 'Allies concerned consider' that 'the circumstances in which

 any use of nuclear weapons might have to be contemplated by them are . . . extremely remote' : North Atlantic
 Council, Strategic Concept , 24 April 1999, para. 64, http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natoUve/official_texts_27433.
 htm, accessed 28 Sept. 2011. The 2010 Strategic Concept also described the prospect of nuclear weapons
 employment as 'extremely remote' : North Atlantic Council, Active engagement, modern defence, para. 17.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 and effective. Subsequent policy reviews, including the 2010 Nuclear Posture
 Review, have made US policy on the deterrence value of US nuclear weapons in
 Europe clear to the US Air Force and USEUCOM.

 The 'target coverage' or 'military utility' school of thought regards the essen-

 tial question as one of the US capability to strike particular targets in war by
 employing strategic missiles or bomber aircraft.74 Related arguments call for
 reducing US force vulnerability by relying on intelligence assets and strike systems

 based in the continental United States (CONUS). A recent study sponsored by
 the US Air Force highlighted the advantages of being able 'to produce in-theater

 effects with reduced exposure to in-theater attack . . . Without prejudging NATO

 decisionmaking on such matters, we note that the changed military geography
 of Europe discounts the value of past tactical theater-based delivery systems
 and highlights the capabilities of long-range, CONUS-based Air Force strategic
 systems.'75 According to this study, US and allied DCA 'would face much longer-

 range missions in the new geography. Modernizing the aging gravity weapons
 will involve many political and diplomatic sensitivities... it may be that if such
 nuclear missions in the future are necessary, they would best be carried out by
 strategic platforms.'76

 The 'target coverage' school of thought manifests indifference to political and

 strategic conceptions in NATO nuclear policy such as alliance cohesion, signal-
 ling and crisis management. Members of this school belittle the value of the allies

 being able to constitute an alliance nuclear deterrent, with some allies contrib-
 uting DCA and others providing non-nuclear means in a combined air operation
 intended to signal NATO's resolve and collective determination. Furthermore,
 they argue that the United States would not want to rely on the allies mounting

 a combined air operation, because in their view the risks of political friction or
 technical breakdown might be greater than in an exclusively US operation under
 US control.77

 Some military officers have made common cause with some proponents of arms

 control and non-proliferation by arguing that there are serious risks to the physical

 security of the storage sites for US nuclear weapons in Europe.78 This argument
 has been advanced as an additional reason to withdraw the US nuclear weapons

 74 It should be noted that some civilian experts and policy-makers in the government evidently share the 'target
 coverage' perspective of some military officers and regard the US nuclear weapons in Europe as 'symbolic'
 and unnecessary.

 75 James T. Quinlivan and Olga Oliker, Nuclear deterrence in Europe: Russian approaches to a new environment and
 implications for the United States (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 2011), pp. 79-80.

 76 Quinlivan and Oliker, Nuclear deterrence in Europe , pp. 73-4.
 77 It should be noted that experienced US military officers have a high regard for the competence and

 professionalism shown by their European (and Canadian) allied counterparts in NATO air operations in
 the Afghanistan, Bosnia, Kosovo and Libya conflicts - as well as in coalition operations involving NATO
 members in Iraq since 1991 .

 78 In 2007-2008 an air force study team that visited nuclear-capable units in Europe found 'inconsistencies in
 personnel, facilities, and equipment provided to the security mission by the host nation' and identified various
 areas 'in need of repair', including 'support buildings, fencing, lighting, and security systems'. According to
 the team's report, 'a consistently noted theme throughout the visits was that most sites require significant
 additional resources to meet [US] DoD [Department of Defense] security requirements'. Major-General
 Polly A. Peyer, Chair, Air Force blue ribbon review of nuclear weapons policies and procedures (Washington DC:
 Headquarters US Air Force, 8 Feb. 2008), p. 52, para. 3.4.8.2.
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 unilaterally, without any negotiated Russian reciprocity, although it is not the
 central argument of either the military officers or the arms control advocates who

 recommend removing the remaining US nuclear weapons. The traditional view
 holds that these physical security risks have been exaggerated. According to the

 Schlesinger panel report, 'The security of nuclear weapons in Europe, provided
 by highly motivated and dedicated Airmen and NATO Allies, meets or exceeds
 both US and NATO security standards.'79

 Proponents of an ambitious arms control and disarmament agenda

 Advocates of unilateral withdrawal without any negotiated Russian reciprocity
 are reported to exist within the US government, but are most visible in
 non-governmental organizations such as the Arms Control Association, the
 Federation of American Scientists, the James Martin Center for Nonprolifera-
 tion Studies of the Monterey Institute of International Studies and the Natural
 Resources Defense Council. Some advocates of unilaterally withdrawing the
 remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe hold that it would set a good example
 for Moscow and show responsiveness to Russia's demand that all US nuclear
 weapons in Europe be returned to US territory.

 In their view, such a withdrawal of US nuclear weapons would open up
 prospects for greater transparency regarding Russia's non-strategic nuclear forces
 and perhaps even lead to negotiated reductions in the Russian forces because of the

 reassuring and confidence-building effect it might have on Moscow. In the words

 of Miles Pomper, William Potter and Nikolai Sokov, all of the James Martin
 Center for Nonproliferation Studies of the Monterey Institute of International
 Studies, 'Moscow justifies the refusal to put them on the table by the presence of

 similar US weapons in Europe. If the United States were to withdraw its weapons

 from Europe, Moscow's position would be severely weakened.'80 Similarly, Daryl

 Kimball of the Arms Control Association has argued that, 'rather than treating
 tactical nuclear weapons as just another part of NATO's arsenal, the alliance should

 finally agree to eliminate forward-deployed US nuclear bombs. This could also
 induce Russia to agree to further consolidate and verifiably dismantle its larger
 tactical nuclear stockpile.'81

 A related but distinct argument is that withdrawing the remaining US nuclear

 weapons in Europe without Russian reciprocity would promote non-proliferation
 by providing a good example to prospective proliferants. When confronted
 with the fact that proliferants such as Iran and North Korea are not seeking
 nuclear weapons because of US nuclear weapons in Europe, some advocates of
 withdrawal concede this point but assert nevertheless that the removal of the

 79 Schlesinger, Report of the Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management, phase II: review of
 the DoD nuclear mission , p. 60.

 Miles Pomper, William Potter and Nikolai Sokov, 'Reducing tactical nuclear weapons in Europe', Survival 52:
 1, Feb.-March 2010, pp. 79, 87-9.

 81 Daryl G. Kimball, 'Eliminate NATO's nuclear relics', Arms Control Today, March 2010, http://www.
 armscontrol.org/act/2010_03/Focus, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 US nuclear weapons would enhance prospects for international cooperation
 regarding non-proliferation.

 Some advocates of removing all US nuclear weapons from Europe oppose
 making the removal (or reductions) conditional on successful arms control negoti-
 ations with Russia. Indeed, some maintain that the removal of all US nuclear

 weapons from Europe should be undertaken without Russian reciprocity in order

 to satisfy Russia's conditions for initiating negotiations and thereby induce Russia to

 participate fruitfully in such negotiations. Russia's conditions for starting negotia-
 tions include the repatriation of all US nuclear weapons and the destruction of the
 infrastructure for their basing abroad. Advocates of a unilateral removal without

 Russian reciprocity deplore the alliance's making further reductions in US nuclear

 weapons in Europe conditional on Russian reciprocity. For example, Robert S.
 Norris of the Natural Resources Defense Council and Hans M. Kristensen of the

 Federation of American Scientists have written that,

 While there are many good reasons for wanting reductions to the Russian tactical arsenal

 and increased transparency, NATO has in fact - on several occasions since the end of the
 Cold War - been willing to unilaterally reduce the number of US weapons in Europe
 without making it conditional upon Russian reciprocity. NATO has done so while arguing

 that its weapons were not directed against Russia. Arguing now that a US withdrawal
 from Europe is suddenly dependent on Russian reductions after all seems to turn back the
 clock to a time when the Soviet Union was the enemy and NATO looked to the east when

 sizing its nuclear posture in Europe.82

 Champions of nuclear disarmament

 Some American proponents of near-term nuclear disarmament see withdrawing
 the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe as supportive of their agenda. In
 their view, unilaterally removing the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe
 without requiring any Russian reciprocity would send a powerful signal in
 support of non-proliferation and promote the 'global zero' agenda of abolishing
 nuclear weapons altogether by 2030. 83 Indeed, some have singled out US extended
 deterrence commitments worldwide as an obstacle to the fulfilment of the aboli-

 tionist goal. For example, according to Barry Blechman, 'extended deterrence is
 a concept that served a vital purpose during the Cold War, but whose time has
 come - and gone. Far better to pursue the only true remedy for nuclear dangers,
 Ronald Reagan's solution: The phased elimination of nuclear weapons from all
 nations combined with the deployment of effective defenses.'84 For some nuclear
 disarmers, ending reliance on nuclear deterrence (both central and extended) is

 82 Robert S. Norris and Hans M. Kristensen, 'US tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, 2011', Bulletin of the Atomic
 Scientists (online), 22 Dec. 2010, p. 72.

 3 For background on the 'global zero' objective of the phased elimination of all nuclear weapons by 2030, see
 'Getting to zero', http://www.globalzero.org/en/getting-zero, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 4 Barry M. Blechman, Extended deterrence: cutting edge of the debate on nuclear policy, Policy Forum
 Online 09-066A, 13 Aug. 2009, http://www.nautilus.org/publications/essays/napsnet/forum/2009-2010/
 09066Blechman.html/, accessed 28 Sept. 2011. See also Barry Blechman, 'Stop at start', New York Times, 19
 Feb. 2010.
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 a logical and urgent necessity in order to bring about the abolition of nuclear
 weapons.

 Two basic issues separate the arms controllers supporting the traditional outlook

 from the arms controllers and disarmers favouring a more ambitious agenda. First,

 those calling for a more ambitious agenda advocate unilateral withdrawal of the
 US weapons without making further reductions conditional on negotiating an
 arms control regime with Russia. Second, proponents of the traditional outlook
 express a continuing concern with maintaining credible deterrence, even while
 supporting arms control negotiations and a long-term vision of nuclear disarma-

 ment. In contrast, for some arms controllers committed to an ambitious agenda,
 nuclear disarmament is the supreme priority: they manifest little interest in deter-

 rence or judge that nuclear deterrence requirements can be easily satisfied with a
 small number of US strategic nuclear warheads at sea or in North America.

 Some advocates of nuclear disarmament have argued that it will be essential
 for the United States to maintain the credibility of its extended nuclear deter-
 rence commitments as long as nuclear threats to its allies persist. For example, Ivo
 Daalder and Jan Lodal have written: 'The first diplomatic step must be to convince

 the United States' allies that no change in nuclear weapons policy (before zero is

 reached) will alter Washington's fundamental commitment to respond to a nuclear

 attack against an allied nation with a devastating nuclear response of its own.'85

 For the most dedicated nuclear disarmers, however, this position represents an
 unacceptable compromise. In their view, this policy position legitimizes extended

 nuclear deterrence and thereby perpetuates belief in the security value of nuclear
 weapons.

 In short, supporters of the traditional view back extended nuclear deterrence

 and arms control negotiations and hold that, in foreseeable circumstances, no
 further reductions should be made in US nuclear weapons in Europe without
 negotiated Russian reciprocity. Arms controllers and disarmers committed to
 a more ambitious agenda profess support for extended nuclear deterrence but
 favour the removal of the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe without
 negotiated Russian reciprocity in the belief that this would promote progress in
 nuclear disarmament. Dedicated nuclear disarmament proponents such as Barry
 Blechman reject extended nuclear deterrence and call for the near-term abolition

 of nuclear weapons.

 Campaigners for selective engagement

 The fourth category of US advocates of the withdrawal of US nuclear weapons
 from Europe without negotiated Russian reciprocity consists of those commenta-
 tors, sometimes called isolationists or libertarians, who prescribe a more selective
 approach to security obligations abroad. In their view, extended nuclear deterrence

 commitments amount to dangerous promises to engage in nuclear war on behalf

 85 Ivo Daalder and Jan Lodal, 'The logic of zero: toward a world without nuclear weapons', Foreign Affairs 87:
 6, Nov -Dec. 2008, p. 91.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 of allies overseas. Ted Galen Carpenter, for example, has advocated withdrawing
 from such commitments. 'Under no circumstances . . . should Washington place
 this country at risk in purely regional disputes that have nuclear dangers . . . The

 first task of a prudent US security strategy must be to keep America out of the
 nuclear crossfire.'86 According to Carpenter,

 The reality is that if Washington and its NATO partners endeavored to carry out their
 commitments under Article 5 because a fight erupted between Russia and a small alliance

 member, they would risk war with a nuclear-armed adversary. Such a threat may have had

 reasonable credibility during the Cold War, when the stakes involved keeping democratic

 Europe - a major economic and strategic asset - out of the orbit of an aggressive, totali-
 tarian power. The declared willingness to risk a war with nuclear implications is far less
 credible when the casus belli is merely a dispute between an authoritarian Russia and
 one small neighbor . . . Georgia's troubles with Russia - and for that matter, the various
 disputes that other tiny nations on Russia's border have with Moscow - do not come close

 to meeting that test even for Europe's major powers, much less for the United States . . .
 The alliance's nonresponse to Russia's offensive against Georgia suggests that the security

 expectations of NATO's new members and prospective members may be wishful thinking
 . . . NATO in its current form does not advance the security and well-being of the American

 republic. It is time to terminate this increasingly dysfunctional alliance - or at the very
 least extricate the United States from it.87

 ★

 Of the four schools of thought in the United States supporting the withdrawal
 of the US nuclear weapons remaining in Europe on a unilateral basis, without
 negotiated Russian reciprocity, the most prominent in the public eye is probably

 that of the more vigorous proponents of arms control and disarmament. Some of
 them are based at influential non-governmental organizations and publish exten-

 sively. The views of military officers advocating the removal of the US nuclear
 weapons remaining in Europe are generally known only to insiders within the
 government and the armed forces. Some observers judge that officers holding such
 views have become fewer in number and less outspoken since the publication of
 the Schlesinger report in 2008 and the Nuclear Posture Review Report in 2010, and the

 adoption and implementation of associated policy recommendations.
 The champions of near-term nuclear disarmament and the campaigners for

 more selective US engagement in obligations abroad concur for different reasons

 in their rejection of extended nuclear deterrence commitments, including those
 made through NATO. These two schools of thought do not have strong constitu-
 encies at present, but might gain greater support in certain circumstances. The
 position held by champions of near-term nuclear disarmament can be regarded as

 86 Ted Galen Carpenter, 'Closing the nuclear umbrella', Foreign Affairs 73: 2, March- April 1994, p. 13.
 7 Ted Galen Carpenter, NATO at 60: a hollow alliance , Policy Analysis 635 (Washington DC: Cato Institute, 30

 March 2009), pp. 4, 12. In calling for an end to US participation in NATO, Doug Bandow of the Cato Institute
 has raised the prospect that Russia might 'attempt to swallow the Baltic States'. In his view, 'the US has nothing
 at stake in such squabbles to warrant confrontation with a nuclear-armed power in a region viewed as vital by
 the latter': Doug Bandow, 'NATO: an alliance that divides rather than unites', 25 July 2011, http://blogs.forbes.
 com/dougbandow/20ii/o7/25/nato-an-alliance-that-divides-rather-than-unites/, accessed 14 Sept. 2011.
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 a far-reaching extension of that advanced by some proponents of arms control and
 disarmament within and outside the US government. Advocates of more selective

 US engagement in obligations abroad can be found in the US armed forces and
 elsewhere in American society, and no doubt some of them share apprehensions
 about the risks inherent in US extended nuclear deterrence commitments and

 other engagements abroad.

 In a remarkable analysis in 1986 of the strategic position of the United States

 that is still pertinent today, Aaron Friedberg wrote: 'Virtually the only way in
 which this country is ever likely to become involved in a nuclear conflict would be

 in support of one of the overseas commitments which we took on forty years ago.

 If avoiding nuclear war were the sole objective of our foreign policy, the critical

 first step would undoubtedly be to withdraw from these responsibilities and to
 bring our forces home.'88 While Friedberg himself is clearly not an advocate of
 US disengagement from alliance commitments,89 he has lucidly described the
 reasoning of some who do argue for such disengagement.

 Some of the arguments advanced by arms control-oriented advocates of the
 removal of US nuclear weapons from Europe seem to draw on a disengagement
 logic. George Perkovich, for example, has written: 'The US homeland would be
 put at risk if NATO were forced to resort to using Europe-based nuclear bombs -
 that is what "coupling" means. Therefore, US leaders would be inclined to use
 more effective strategic weapons based off European soil.'90 (It is not clear why

 the use of US 'strategic weapons based off European soil' would not just as surely
 put the US homeland at risk.)

 ★

 A small but noteworthy fifth school of thought dissenting from the traditional

 view deserves attention. This consists of analysts who deem the US nuclear
 weapons presence in Europe politically unsustainable but nonetheless capable of
 serving as useful currency within a comprehensive or 'aggregate ceiling* nuclear

 weapons reduction agreement with Russia, as discussed previously. It therefore
 does not prescribe a unilateral withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons
 without any negotiated Russian reciprocity, unlike the four schools of thought
 discussed above.

 Steven Pifer of the Brookings Institution, for example, has made clear
 his judgement that the withdrawal from Europe of the remaining US nuclear
 weapons is a 'high probability', owing to political factors in key basing countries,91

 and his recommendation that the United States bargain for reductions in Russian
 non-strategic nuclear weapons by putting all US and Russian nuclear weapons

 88 Aaron L. Friedberg, 'America's strategic position', Parameters: Journal of the US Army War College 16: 4, Winter
 1086. d. 16.

 89 See e.g. Aaron L. Friedberg, A contest for supremacy: China, America and the struggle for mastery in Asia (New York :
 Norton, 2011).

 90 George Perkovich, Nuclear weapons in Germany: broaden and deepen the debate (Washington DC: Carnegie
 Endowment for International Peace, Feb. 2010), p. 3.
 Steven Pifer, NATO, nuclear weapons and arms control , Brookings Arms Control Series 7 (Washington DC:
 Brookings Institution, July 2011), p. 3. See also p. 23.
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 in a single package. Pifer has proposed that the United States accept Moscow's
 'basing on national territory' principle in the context of a treaty limiting all US

 and Russian nuclear warheads to, for example, a maximum of 2,500 on each side.

 These warheads, Pifer has suggested, could be grouped in two categories: (a) no
 more than 1,000 deployed strategic warheads (on ICBMs and SLBMs) for each
 side, and (b) up to 1,500 warheads, either non-deployed strategic warheads or
 non-strategic warheads, for each side. In his words, 'a Russian arsenal of 1,000-
 1,500 non-strategic nuclear warheads (depending on how many non-deployed
 strategic warheads Moscow decided to maintain) would represent a substantial
 reduction compared to the current reality'. Pifer has concluded as follows :

 The withdrawal of US B61 bombs from Europe would mean that, for the first time in
 more than five decades, there would be no US nuclear weapons in Europe to symbolize
 the US commitment to European security. The Alliance would have to adjust its overall
 posture accordingly, look for new ways to assure those member states with continuing
 security concerns about Russia, and consider how it would deter non-Russian nuclear
 threats such as Iran. The treaty approach outlined above, however, offers significant advan-

 tages in terms of shrinking the nuclear threat, and it provides a much preferable outcome
 to NATO's current course - non-strategic nuclear disarmament by default.92

 A supporter of the traditional outlook would question whether that 'substan-
 tial reduction' in Russian non-strategic nuclear weapons would represent a gain
 worth the loss of NATO nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements
 and their contribution to alliance cohesion, assurance and deterrence. Indeed,

 Pifer 's analysis may be regarded by supporters of the traditional policy as unsatis-

 factory in three ways.

 First, it implies that the only function of US nuclear weapons in Europe is 'to

 symbolize the US commitment to European security'. This ignores the fact that
 US nuclear weapons in Europe make possible operational risk- and responsibility-

 sharing, provide substance for meaningful consultations on policy and strategy,
 and furnish the basis for an option of mounting a combined air operation for crisis

 management and deterrence.
 Second, it takes for granted that 'NATO's current course' will lead to 'non-

 strategic nuclear disarmament by default'. This ignores the fact that the United
 States is committed to the B-61 life extension programme and F-35 joint strike
 fighter procurement. Events may lead other allies to pursue DCA modernization,93
 and agreement on new approaches to nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing -
 for instance, a commonly procured DCA wing - cannot be ruled out.94 As Jeffrey
 Larsen has noted,

 92 Pifer, NATO, nuclear weapons and arms control , p. 39.
 93 Frank Miller has noted that the Netherlands and Italy are still committed to buy the Joint Strike Fighter

 and the JSF will be nuclear capable': Franklin Miller, 'NATO's nuclear future: self-centered policies threaten
 collective security', remarks at the Brookings Institution on 19 July 2011, posted 21 July 2011, http://
 www.acus.org/natosource/nato's-nuclear-future-self-centered-policies-threaten-collective-security, accessed
 24 Aug. 2011.

 94 Frank Miller has suggested that Germany and other NNWS allies could contribute pilots to DCA maintained
 by other allies: Miller, 'NATO's nuclear future'.
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 the end of NATO's nuclear capabilities is not foreordained. The allies could decide that
 a potential threat compels them to prevent the current situation from continuing to drift

 toward a non-nuclear future . . . All it would take is political will and the consensus of the

 member states that maintaining European-based non-strategic nuclear capabilities is critical

 to the long-term health of the Alliance, and to the security of Europe and all the allies.95

 Third, this prescription presents the Russians with little incentive to make a
 deal affecting their non-strategic nuclear forces. Given the presumption that the

 withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons is virtually inevitable, how
 valuable are these weapons as bargaining chips? Why should the Russians give up

 something to see the US weapons removed from Europe if Pifer's analysis assures

 them that the withdrawal of these weapons is almost certain? It is not clear that the

 United States could gain something by proposing to withdraw weapons that are,

 by his analysis, bound to be withdrawn soon anyway. It appears that the possibility

 of establishing constraints on the US strategic nuclear upload potential would be
 the main attraction for the Russians in an 'aggregate ceiling' negotiation, and that

 Moscow would only be willing to pay something for reductions in US non-strategic
 nuclear weapons in Europe if the United States and its NATO allies made clear their

 continuing support for the retention of US nuclear weapons in Europe.

 In short, if it followed Pifer's advice, NATO would wind up with no US
 nuclear weapons in Europe while Moscow would still have plenty of non-strategic

 nuclear weapons (as many as 1,000-1,500). This cannot be categorized as a unilat-
 eral withdrawal of the US weapons because the withdrawal would take place in the
 framework of a treaty affecting all US and Russian nuclear warheads, but it would

 (like unilateral withdrawal) represent the end of the risk- and responsibility-sharing

 arrangements that have been in place since the late 1950s. From the perspective of
 those who support the traditional policy, this could represent a serious blow to
 the cohesion of the alliance and to the credibility of its nuclear deterrence posture.

 Disputed issues

 One can identify clear differences on several specific issues between the policies
 favoured by supporters of the traditional outlook and those advocated by propo-
 nents of more vigorous approaches to arms control and disarmament. Some
 examples are discussed below.

 Do the US nuclear weapons remaining in Europe have political-military
 utility ?

 Some advocates of removing all US nuclear weapons from Europe hold that
 these weapons have no practical security value and that conventional or strategic
 nuclear forces could perform all operational missions that might be assigned to
 these weapons. In their view, the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe and

 95 Jeffrey A. Larsen, Future options for NATO nuclear policy, issue brief (Washington DC: Atlantic Council of
 the United States, Aug. 2011, p. 7, http://www.acus.org/publication/future-options-nato-nuclear-pohcy,
 accessed 15 Sept. 2011.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 the associated arrangements amount to 'symbolism' that wastes resources and
 distracts the allies from attending to more probable contingencies and could even

 'exacerbate instability in crises'.96
 In contrast, advocates of retaining some US nuclear weapons in Europe hold

 that these weapons have genuine military utility in addition to their political
 functions. According to the Schlesinger panel,

 NATO Dual-Capable Aircraft (DCA) contribute directly to the nuclear deterrent mission
 . . . They convey the will of multiple allied countries . . . Much of the deterrent value of

 NATO's DCA deployment is derived from their in-theater presence, demonstrating and
 maintaining the capability to employ them ... DCA fighters and nuclear weapons are
 visible, capable, recallable, reusable, and flexible and are a military statement of NATO
 and US political will.97

 The United States and its NATO allies have for decades supported concepts of
 deterrence, signalling and crisis management, not of war-fighting, for their nuclear

 forces. From this perspective the 'target coverage' or 'military utility' approach
 fails to grasp the political and strategic concepts behind US and alliance policy.
 Presenting the fact that non-nuclear air operations are much more probable than

 nuclear missions as a justification for abandoning nuclear capabilities confuses
 deterrence and crisis management with war-fighting and overlooks the fact that

 low-probability events may be of profound importance. Furthermore, maintaining
 the alliance's unique capability to mount a combined air operation for nuclear
 crisis management involving contributions from multiple allies would seem to be
 consistent with the US interest in recent years in cultivating 'tailored deterrence'

 options suitable for diverse contingencies.98
 American supporters of the traditional outlook have found backing from some

 European allied officials. For example, Mart Laar, the Estonian defence minister,

 said in August 201 1 that

 today, the nuclear burden sharing arrangement in NATO embodies the ultimate level
 of commitment and coordination between allies and serves as an unmistakable sign of
 resolve to any potential adversary. When we are weak in this, when we underestimate
 the importance of this, we can make an enormously costly mistake ... In the Baltic, but
 not only there, a visible and continuing US presence is a hedge against miscalculation.
 Missile defense does not replace conventional and nuclear deterrence, which forge a clear

 link with overall US superiority and reaffirm NATO's willingness to engage in collective
 defense. For the health of NATO and transatlantic relations it is of utmost importance
 that NATO remains a nuclear alliance and that US nuclear weapons remain in Europe.99

 ^ George Perkovich, 'Extended deterrence on the way to a nuclear-free world', paper commissioned by the
 International Commission on Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament, May 2009, pp. 14-15, http://
 www.icnnd.org/research/Perkovich_Deterrence.pdf, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.

 ' bchiesinger, Report oj the secretary oj Dejense I ask torce on UoU Nuclear Weapons Management, phase 11: review oj

 the DoD nuclear mission, pp. 14-15, 59.
 9 For background, see David S. Yost, 'NATO and tailored deterrence: surveying the challenges , in Karl-Heinz

 Kamp and David S. Yost, eds, NATO and 21st century deterrence , Forum Paper 8 (Rome: NATO Defense
 College, May 2009), pp. 11- 31, http://www.ndc.nato.int/download/publications/fp_o8.pdf, accessed 28 Sept.
 2011.

 99 Mart Laar, the Estonian Minister of Defence, speech at the US Strategic Command deterrence symposium, 3
 Aug. 2011, available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hriGtxbMSUQ, accessed 26 Sept. 2011.
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 David S. Yost

 With the continued proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, anti-access

 and area denial capabilities, and increasingly precise and longer-range missiles
 (among other technologies) to actual and potential regional adversaries, the
 challenges for effective US extended deterrence protection of allies in Europe and

 elsewhere promise to increase. In this context, abandoning a capability that could

 be useful for deterrence and crisis management in certain contingencies appears
 ill-advised.

 Would on 'Asion model ' moke sense for NATO?

 Some proponents of withdrawing the remaining US nuclear weapons from Europe
 have argued that NATO allies could benefit from the same nuclear deterrence
 protection as US allies in North-East Asia. For example, in his critique of the
 Schlesinger panel report, Hans Kristensen wrote: 'The report . . . doesn't mention

 that the United States since the early 1990s has maintained a nuclear umbrella over

 its allies in Northeast Asia without it requiring forward deployment of tactical
 nuclear weapons in those countries. Why is it possible to maintain extended deter-

 rence with long-range nuclear weapons in the Pacific but not in Europe?'100
 One of the counter-arguments advanced by supporters of a more traditional

 approach is that Japan and South Korea have in recent years increased their
 demands for more substance in US extended deterrence arrangements and have
 looked to NATO consultation and nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing as a
 possible model.101 Indeed, some Japanese experts have expressed interest in 'the

 "German model" of dual-controlled tactical nuclear weapons that Japan would
 not be able to operate without the United States'.102

 From the viewpoint of the traditional approach, the United States must consider

 the global implications of any changes in NATO nuclear deterrence arrangements.
 Some Americans argue that maintaining nuclear weapons deployed in Europe
 increases the credibility of US commitments to deploy such weapons elsewhere in

 a crisis.103 According to a recent study, 'Department of Defense officials believe the

 credibility of forward-deployable non-strategic weapons for East Asia is bolstered by

 the fact of forward-deployed weapons in Europe, which demonstrate that forward-

 100 Hans M. Kristensen, 'The Minot investigations: from fixing problems to nuclear advocacy', 14 Jan. 2009,
 http://www.fas.0rg/blog/ssp/2009/01/schlesingerreport.php#more-669, accessed 28 Sept. 2011.
 Some prominent South Korean politicians have recently called tor a return or US nuclear weapons to the
 Republic of Korea. See Christian Oliver and Daniel Dombey, 'Seoul raises spectre of US nuclear arms,
 Washington quick to reject suggestion', Financial Times, 23 Nov. 2010; Ser Myo-ja, 'GNP [Grand National
 Party] reps want return of US nuclear weapons', Korea JoongAng Daily , 26 Feb. 2011 ; Agence France-Presse,
 'Majority of S. Koreans want atomic bomb: survey', Straits Times , 23 March 2011 ; Ralph Cossa, 'US nukes to
 South Korea?', Japan Times , 27 July 2011.

 102 Michael J. Green and Katsuhisa Furukawa, 'Japan: new nuclear realism', in Muthiah Alagappa, ed., The long
 shadow: nuclear weapons and security in 21st century Asia (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008), p.
 360. See also A new phase in the Japan- US alliance: the Japan- US alliance toward 2020. 2009 Project Report (Tokyo:
 Research Group on the Japan- US Alliance, Institute for International Policy Studies, Sept. 2009), p. 10.

 3 US Representative Michael Turner (Republican, Ohio), Chairman of the Strategic Forces Subcommittee,
 House Armed Services Committee, has asked: 'If we were to withdraw our forward-deployed weapons from
 Europe, would the Japanese or South Koreans further doubt our commitment to forward-deployable nuclear
 weapons in the Pacific in turn?': Congressman Michael Turner on US Strategic Forces Policy, Carnegie
 Endowment for International Peace, 26 July 2011, transcript by Federal News Service, p. 10.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 deployable systems can in fact become forward-deployed'.104 In other words, the

 withdrawal of all the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe might convey
 an impression of US retrenchment from extended deterrence responsibilities and

 thus have an adverse impact on the confidence of US Asia-Pacific allies regarding

 the reliability of US extended deterrence commitments.

 Although US- Russian negotiations on non-strategic weapons are not a near-
 term prospect, some Japanese experts have already expressed concern about the
 implications of the statement in NATO's 2010 Strategic Concept that, 'in any
 future reductions, our aim should be to seek Russian agreement to increase trans-

 parency on its nuclear weapons in Europe and relocate these weapons away from
 the territory of NATO members'.105 Their concern is analogous to that expressed

 in Japan in the 1980s with regard to the negotiations for what became the INF
 Treaty - that Moscow's nuclear capabilities might be directed away from Europe
 and towards East Asia.106 For multiple reasons US and NATO decision-making
 about nuclear deterrence is closely monitored in Japan.107

 Would European members of NATO feel adequately protected by
 British and French nuclear forces?

 Some advocates of removing the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe
 without negotiated Russian reciprocity hold that the British and French nuclear
 forces would suffice for assurance and deterrence. For example, in his critique of

 the Schlesinger panel report, Hans Kristensen wrote: 'The report doesn't mention

 why the NATO countries would not feel sufficiently protected by British or
 French nuclear forces in Europe.'108 Similarly, George Perkovich criticized the
 support for the traditional outlook offered by Frank Miller, George Robertson
 and Kori Schake: 'The authors ignore the ongoing existence of the French and
 UK nuclear arsenals, whose purpose surely includes deterrence and defense against

 attack on NATO territory.'109

 104 Pifer, NATO, nuclear weapons and arms control, p. 24.

 105 North Atlantic Council, Active engagement, modern defence, par. 26.
 106 T ^1

 in uic xyoub, uciamc uuviuua uiai, 11 iiiiiiia uii juvici 11^1 iiiiasiics wcic uc ciiccuvc diiu nui ui»tiuiuu<iic

 against the security of Japan and other East Asian nations by allowing Moscow a 'residual' number of INF
 missiles in Siberia, the INF Treaty would have to institute a global ban on US and Soviet ground-launched
 cruise and ballistic missiles with ranges between $00 and 5,500 km. Geographical constraints on the storage and
 deployment of non-strategic nuclear warheads and delivery systems could almost certainly be circumvented
 for similar reasons, especially the ease with which these capabilities could be relocated. While there is no
 question of establishing a ban on US and Russian non-strategic nuclear weapons in the foreseeable future,
 many experts judge that, to be effective, numerical limitations on these US and Russian weapons would have
 to be global. For historical background, see David T. Jones, 'Post-INF Treaty Attitudes in East Asia,' Asian
 Survey 30: 5, 1990, pp. 482-486. For a judicious and balanced discussion of Japanese concerns regarding the
 'relocation' issue raised in the 2010 NATO Strategic Concept, see Michito Tsuruoka, 'Relocating tactical
 nuclear weapons? A view from Japan,' May 30, 2011, http://www.tokyofoundation.0rg/en/articles/2011/
 tactical-nuclea- weapons, accessed 3 Oct. 2011.

 107 See the recent study by Michito Tsuruoka, Why the NATO nuclear debate is relevant to Japan and vice versa
 (Washington DC: German Marshall Fund of the United States, 8 Oct. 2010), http://www.gmfus.org/
 publications/publication_view?publication.id=i302, accessed 19 Sept. 2011.

 108 Kristensen, 'The Minot investigations'.

 109 Perkovich, Nuclear weapons in Germany.
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 In contrast, American supporters of the traditional approach judge that the
 NNWS members of the alliance would not feel adequately protected by British
 and French nuclear forces alone. In the words of Mark Schneider, 'We must not

 ignore the requirement to provide extended deterrence to our allies. British and

 French nuclear forces are not large enough, and these nations are not perceived as
 tough enough, to provide a deterrent for NATO Europe against Russia.'110

 The NATO allies reaffirmed their longstanding policy in the 2010 Strategic
 Concept: 'The supreme guarantee of the security of the Allies is provided by the
 strategic nuclear forces of the Alliance, particularly those of the United States; the

 independent strategic nuclear forces of the United Kingdom and France, which
 have a deterrent role of their own, contribute to the overall deterrence and security

 of the Allies.'111 France's return to the alliance's integrated military structure in

 2009 had no effect on its longstanding refusal to participate in the NPG.112 The

 United Kingdom has committed its nuclear forces to NATO since 1962, subject
 to a supreme national interests clause, while French political leaders, including
 the current President Nicolas Sarkozy, have repeatedly stated that the deterrence
 protection offered by France's nuclear forces is not limited to France alone.

 American proponents of the traditional approach to NATO nuclear deterrence
 note, however, that British and French nuclear commitments to their allies are

 often viewed by expert observers in NATO Europe outside Britain and France
 as insufficient to substitute for US nuclear forces in Europe. In April 2010, for
 example, Jiri Schneider, the programme director of the Prague Security Studies

 Institute and a former political director at the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
 wrote: 'Is it actually even possible to imagine nuclear deterrence without the
 physical presence of American weapons in Europe? Although there are two nuclear

 powers in Europe, it is unfathomable that they could provide nuclear guarantees

 for their European allies, not to mention for the European Union.'113

 Neither London nor Paris has in recent years expressed any desire to accept
 extended nuclear deterrence responsibilities beyond the role expressed in the
 NATO Strategic Concept - that is, to 'contribute to the overall deterrence and
 security of the Allies'. Some allied observers regard British and French nuclear
 capabilities as inadequate to provide a deterrent force to protect the European

 110 Mark Schneider, 'The future of the US nuclear deterrent', Comparative Strategy 27: 4., Tulv- Sept. 2008, p.

 111 North Atlantic Council, Active engagement, modern defence, para. 18. This statement repeated almost identical
 statements in the alliance's Strategic Concepts of 7 November 1991 (para. 54) and 24 April 1999 (para. 62). These
 statements represented revisions of the 1974 Ottawa Declaration on Alliance Relations, which noted that two
 of the European allies 'possess nuclear forces capable of playing a deterrent role of their own contributing to
 the overall strengthening of the deterrence of the Alliance' : North Atlantic Council, Declaration on Atlantic
 Relations, Ottawa, 19 June 1974, para. 6.

 112 According to the June 2008 White Paper, participation in the NPG 'poses a problem of a different nature
 owing to the complete independence of our nuclear means': Defense et securite nationale: le livre blanc (Paris:
 Odile Jacob/La Documentation fran£aise, June 2008), p. no. In April 2009 President Sarkozy announced that
 France will not participate in the 'nuclear' part of the alliance. This has been construed to encompass the NPG
 and associated nuclear consultation forums. (President Sarkozy 's interview on Europe 1, 1 April 2009, http://
 www.elysee.fr/president/les-actualites/interviews/2009/le-president-invite-d-europe-i.5696.html?search=av
 ril&xtmc=Eur0pe_i_i_avril_2009&xcr=i, accessed 29 Sept. 2011.)

 113 Jiri Schneider, 'Road to world without nuclear weapons?', in Lidovky.cz, website of Lidove Noviny in Czech,
 3-4 April 2010, https://www.opensource.gov, EUP20100407249003, accessed 27 Sept. 2011.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 allies and (aside from British and French national purposes) useful mainly as a
 supplement to US extended deterrence commitments and the NATO risk- and
 responsibility-sharing arrangements based on US nuclear weapons in Europe.114

 Does the clarity of the US extended nuclear deterrence posture

 in Europe continue to be useful as a disincentive to aggressive or
 coercive behaviour by Russia?

 American observers disagree as to the extent to which NATO still needs to be
 concerned with nuclear capabilities suitable for deterring Russia. In George
 Perkovich's view, for example,

 Russia does not have the intention or capability to sustain an invasion of the new NATO
 states, let alone threaten their survival. Russia could destroy any state with its nuclear

 weapons, but because this, more than any other action, would practically guarantee nuclear
 retaliation, Russia would not run the risk. There is simply nothing important enough that

 Russia would want in any of the NATO states to merit such risk taking."5

 Perkovich has also stated that 'Russia lacks the motive and capabilities to invade
 and occupy NATO states. Russia needs European energy markets and peace, too,
 and cannot win a renewed military competition with NATO.'116

 In contrast, according to the Congressional Commission, the risk of Russian
 'nuclear coercion' of NATO allies persists:

 Even as it works to engage Russia and assure Russia that it need not fear encirclement and
 containment, the United States needs to ensure that deterrence will be effective whenever

 it is needed. It must also continue to concern itself with stability in its strategic military

 relationship with Russia. It must continue to safeguard the interests of its allies as it does
 so ... Some allies located near Russia believe that US non-strategic forces in Europe are
 essential to prevent nuclear coercion by Moscow and indeed that modernized US/NATO
 forces are essential for restoring a sense of balance in the face of Russia's nuclear renewal.117

 Walt Slocombe has noted the risk of Russian conventional aggression:

 Russia, however much its conventional forces have weakened since the implosion of the
 Soviet Union, still undoubtedly has (and indeed demonstrated in Georgia in 2008) the
 capability and, in the right circumstances, the will to overwhelm the strictly national
 defenses of small neighbors. Assuming continuing economic recovery and further rise of
 nationalist and even revanchist ambitions, both Russia's capacity and its inclination to use

 force on the periphery of NATO may increase.118

 Owing in part to the Russian factor, the allies most concerned about the conse-
 quences of withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe for

 114 For a more extensive discussion, including political factors within the European Union, see David S. Yost,
 'Assurance and US extended deterrence in NATO', International Affairs 85: 4, July 2009, pp. 761-2.

 3 Perkovich, Extended deterrence on the way to a nuclear-tree world , p. 11.

 116 Perkovich, Nuclear weapons in Germany , p. 2. See also Perkovich, 'Extended deterrence on the way to a nuclear-
 free world', pp. 11 and 17.

 117 Perry and Schlesinger, America's strategic posture, pp. 13, 20.

 118 Slocombe, Nuclear issues for NATO after the Strategic Concept, p. 4.
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 the credibility of US extended deterrence include the Baltic states, the Czech
 Republic and Poland. Those most inclined to support such a withdrawal are
 Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Norway. Special factors
 affect judgements in Britain, France, Italy and Turkey, and dispose these nations
 to favour continuity in NATO policy.119

 The French case is of particular interest because France maintains DCA for its

 own national nuclear weapons and does not participate in the NPG or in the nuclear

 risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements based on US nuclear weapons in
 Europe. If the other NATO allies were to abandon DCA, some observers have
 suggested, that might make France's retention of DCA politically awkward. The
 French could, however, point out that their DCA are armed with modern air-to-

 surface ASMP-A missiles, rather than gravity bombs, that these capabilities are
 necessary to meet France's security requirements, and that they support the overall

 deterrence posture of the alliance. It is unclear whether the French government

 is prepared to consider intervening in the current alliance debate, perhaps with a
 view to strengthening the resolve of the other allies to retain the nuclear risk- and

 responsibility-sharing arrangements based on US nuclear weapons in Europe, on
 the model of President Francis Mitterrand's speech to the Bundestag in January
 1983. 120 However, some French experts have made a case in professional forums

 for sustaining the alliance's risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements for
 nuclear deterrence.

 Should negotiations with Russia lead to the complete withdrawal of US
 nuclear weapons from Europe?

 Some commentators committed to nuclear disarmament seem to assume that the

 US nuclear weapons in Europe have no residual security value and that the main
 task at hand is to move forward promptly with the elimination of all US and
 Russian non-strategic nuclear weapons, starting with the removal of US nuclear
 weapons in Europe on a unilateral basis - that is, without Russian reciprocity.121

 Official US and alliance policy is open to reductions in - and the eventual
 elimination of - US and Russian non-strategic nuclear forces (NSNF), subject
 to negotiations. It is nonetheless noteworthy that some proponents of negoti-
 ated reductions in US and Russian NSNF hold that the reductions process should
 not lead to the elimination of US nuclear weapons in Europe in 'the foreseeable
 future'.122 In their view, 'if parity is unachievable, NATO could envision cutting

 119 Behind these broad generalizations, in each nation there are, to be sure, multiple views within specific execu-
 tive agencies, among legislators, and among experts and members of the attentive public.

 120 Mitterrand argued that peace and stability depended on the alliance upholding both tracks of the 1979 'double
 track' decision regarding arms control and projected deployments of US intermediate-range missiles. He said
 that nuclear deterrence would remain 'the guarantee of peace' as long as the allies upheld 'the balance of
 forces', and that the 'decoupling' of Europe and the United States would jeopardize that balance and therefore
 peace. 'Discours de M. Francois Mitterrand, President de la Republique, devant le Bundestag, a l'occasion
 du 20eme anniversaire du Traite de l'Elysee, sur la cooperation franco-allemande, la securite europeenne et la
 CEE' Bonn. 20 Ian. 1083. httD://discours. vie-Dubliaue.fr/n0tices/8ii7QCKx00.htmL accessed 27 Sent. 2011.

 121 See e.g. Pomper et al.. 'Reducing tactical nuclear weapons in Europe', pp. 80-81.

 122 Joe Ralston, George Robertson, Frank Miller and Kori Schake, 'The next arms-control agreement', Washington
 Times, 22 April 2010.
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 The US debate on NATO nuclear deterrence

 both sides' forces by a common percentage; deep cuts along these lines could be
 acceptable as long as European allies retain some credible force on their soil'.123 To

 quote Frank Miller, there should be 'a non-zero solution. A residual deployment
 of some size is needed.'124

 Could the consequences of withdrawal be significant?

 US observers also disagree as to the potential consequences of removing the
 remaining US nuclear weapons from Europe and terminating the nuclear risk-
 and responsibility-sharing programmes. Some proponents of withdrawing the US

 weapons promptly and unilaterally, without any Russian reciprocity, anticipate
 no damage to alliance cohesion and in fact foresee the elimination of a conten-
 tious issue among the allies and the opening of an opportunity for arms control

 negotiations with Russia regarding its NSNF. Hans Kristensen has belittled the
 anxieties expressed by experts and officials in Central and Eastern Europe : 'Basing

 security assurances on a non-strategic nuclear posture that NATO would be most

 unlikely ever to use does not help the security concerns of those countries. And
 they're fooling themselves if they think so.'125

 In contrast, some American advocates of retaining at least some US nuclear
 weapons in Europe have expressed concern that their complete removal could
 undermine alliance cohesion in Europe and the United States. That is, it could
 result in some Europeans perceiving a disengagement of US commitment and
 a refusal to continue to bear collective defence burdens on the part of certain
 European allies, while some Americans could feel resentment owing to an impres-
 sion of allied unwillingness to share risks and responsibilities while benefiting from
 US efforts. Moreover, some Americans are concerned that terminating nuclear
 risk- and responsibility-sharing programmes and removing all the remaining US
 nuclear weapons in Europe could weaken deterrence. In their view, the withdrawal

 could lead to a gradual loss of confidence in security in Europe, an increase in
 concern about the reliability of US deterrence commitments in the Asia- Pacific

 region and elsewhere, and an erosion of strategic stability.

 The perceptual consequences have been compared to those of removing a
 wedding ring in some cultures. 'In Elaine Bunn's . . . metaphor, DCA in Europe -
 and the associated role of US human and physical infrastructure - are the "wedding

 ring" of the US commitment to NATO.'126 In Frank Miller's view, 'There is no

 123 Franklin Miller, George Robertson and Kori Schake, Germany opens Pandora's Box (London: Centre for
 European Reform, Feb. 2010), p. 4, http://www.cer.org.uk/pdf/bn_pandora_final_8febio.pdf, accessed 15
 Sept. 2011.

 124 Miller, 'NATO's nuclear future'.

 5 Hans M. Kristensen, 'NATO s posture review and non-strategic nuclear weapons: prepared remarks for
 Brookings Panel on NATO nuclear policy', 19 July 2011, p. 3, http://www.fas.org/programs/ssp/nukes/
 publicationsi/20ii_BrookinesPanelNATO.pdf, accessed 15 Sept. 2011.

 126 Clark A. Murdock and Jessica M. Yeats, eds, Exploring the nuclear posture implications of extended deterrence and

 assurance: workshop proceedings and key takeaways (Washington DC: Center for Strategic and International
 Studies, 2009), p. 40. 'Nuclear weapons are kind of like the wedding ring of the marriage - there are those
 in cultures that don't wear wedding rings who are perfectly committed to their spouses, and others who
 wear them who don't really have much of a commitment at all. But once you start wearing one, it means
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 substitute for maintaining a forward based nuclear capability in Europe.' In its
 absence, he has argued, the new allies 'will sense abandonment, . . . the consul-
 tation arrangements will wither [and] . . . the US and NATO governments will
 eventually question the US guarantee'.127 According to Miller,

 It is extraordinarily patronizing for Americans in both official and private positions to
 tell the new members of the Alliance that, contrary to their fears, contrary to the saber-

 rattling threats they have heard and the exercises they have observed, contrary to the 2008

 land-grab in Georgia, and contrary to their history that they really need not worry about

 Russia. And it is outlandishly arrogant and patronizing to tell the new members, most of
 whom joined the Alliance to be able to be under the nuclear umbrella, that the withdrawal

 of US nuclear weapons from Europe wouldn't mean anything because we can do it all with
 central strategic systems based in the United States.128

 Moreover, from this perspective the end of nuclear risk- and responsibility-
 sharing among the allies could over time make consultations an increasingly
 empty exercise and lead to the states terminating participation in operational roles

 losing their exceptional influence on US decision-making. The consequences of
 withdrawal would depend in part on whether action to this effect was preceded
 by consultations and the establishment of a genuine consensus.

 At any rate, supporters of the traditional approach argue, there are no reason-

 able grounds to expect the unilateral withdrawal (that is, without negotiated
 Russian reciprocity) of the remaining US weapons to bring about greater Russian

 transparency, much less reductions in Russian non-strategic weapons, when
 recent Russian statements have consistently underscored the importance of these
 weapons for Russia's security.

 Some US proponents of the traditional approach argue that the Obama
 administration should affirm its support for continuity in nuclear risk- and
 responsibility-sharing with greater conviction, rather than expecting NNWS
 allies to form a consensus and take the lead in this regard. In the view of these
 American observers, most of the NNWS state allies are not in either a domestic

 or an international position to assert what the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture
 should be; placing such political responsibility on their shoulders could weaken
 US credibility and influence, and make it more difficult to continue nuclear risk-

 and responsibility-sharing arrangements.

 Conclusion

 NATO's nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements, based on US
 nuclear weapons in Europe, have made it possible for European allies to assume
 operational roles and become involved in the maintenance of an alliance nuclear

 something entirely different to be seen without it than it does for someone who never wore one' : Elaine
 Bunn, 'Extended deterrence and assurance', in Murdock and Yeats, eds, Exploring the nuclear posture implications
 of extended deterrence and assurance , p. 90.

 127 Frank Miller, 'Extended nuclear deterrence in the 21st century', in Murdock and Yeats, eds, Exploring the
 nuclear posture implications of extended deterrence and assurance, p. 75.

 12 Miller, 'NATO's nuclear future'.
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 deterrence posture. It is generally agreed that the removal of US nuclear weapons

 from Europe would not necessarily mean the end of US extended deterrence in
 NATO or nuclear policy consultations in the alliance. The US nuclear weapons
 in Europe nonetheless make possible the constitution of an alliance nuclear
 posture that could be essential for escalation management in a crisis. The posture
 could contribute fundamentally to maintaining the stability of deterrence and
 preventing a Russian or Iranian attack. If nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing

 were terminated, the NNWS European allies would almost certainly lose exper-
 tise regarding nuclear deterrence issues and - of greater import - could lose confi-

 dence in the reliability of US nuclear deterrence protection. Agreed policies based

 on the alliance's jointly maintained and operated nuclear deterrence posture and
 its relationship with US extended nuclear deterrence would come to an end. This
 could have implications for the arms control and disarmament policies of the
 allies, as well as for deterrence, assurance and alliance cohesion.129 The prospects

 for productive negotiations with the Russians affecting non-strategic nuclear
 forces would probably be diminished.

 While the withdrawal of US nuclear weapons from Europe and the termina-
 tion of nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements would not neces-
 sarily spell an end to US extended deterrence in NATO, such decisions would
 represent a break with policies that have given practical substance to alliance
 consultations on nuclear deterrence since the 1950s. NNWS European allies would

 no longer have operational responsibilities. This would inevitably affect consulta-
 tions on nuclear deterrence and crisis management policy as well as US views on
 allied willingness to share nuclear risks and responsibilities.130 Frank Miller has
 suggested, for example: 'Try explaining to a freshman Congressman why the US

 homeland should be subject to nuclear attacks to deter aggression against NATO
 while NATO allies are unwilling even to share the risk and burden of basing a very

 small part of the deterrent on their soil/131

 The termination of nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements, an

 unavoidable consequence of removing the remaining US nuclear weapons, could
 therefore have detrimental effects on alliance cohesion and assurance as well as

 deterrence. In such circumstances, responsible US officials would no doubt make

 substantial efforts to bridge the gaps left by the termination of nuclear risk- and

 responsibility-sharing and thereby uphold the structure of extended deterrence.
 There would be strong incentives for the United States and its NATO allies to
 devise a workable solution even if no US nuclear weapons remained in Europe.

 129 As Walt Slocombe recently observed, 'the elimination of the distinctively European role might weaken the
 burden-sharing and solidarity significance of maintaining DCA in Europe' : Slocombe, Nuclear issues for NATO
 after the Strategic Concept, p. 9.

 130 For example, some American observers judge it unlikely that the United States would be prepared to consult
 with its allies on nuclear deterrence and employment policy in crisis contingencies if there were no longer
 any nuclear risk- and responsibility-sharing arrangements in place. In their view, the termination of such
 arrangements, along with the withdrawal of the remaining US nuclear weapons from Europe, would be
 seen by many Americans as a repudiation by NNWS allies of a central US contribution to the alliance's
 deterrence strategy, and that could call into question the willingness of the United States to commit nuclear
 forces to the defence of NATO.

 3 Miller, NATO s nuclear future .
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 David S. Yost

 For supporters of the traditional approach, however, the preferred solution for

 the foreseeable future would involve two tracks. The first would be to pursue trans-

 parency and confidence-building measures while awaiting (and trying to foster)
 conditions under which Russia would be willing to pursue negotiated constraints

 on NSNF. The second track, to be pursued at the same time, would be to sustain
 and modernize key elements of the longstanding nuclear deterrence posture, with

 the life extension of the B-61, the introduction of the F-35 and perhaps other new

 DCA, and the design of measures providing for greater visibility and effective-
 ness in extended deterrence for US nuclear forces at sea and in North America.

 For the traditional approach it is imperative to avoid choices that could weaken
 deterrence, assurance and alliance solidarity; leave some allies feeling vulnerable
 and exposed; and deprive the United States and its NATO allies of arrangements
 that provide for allied risk- and responsibility-sharing in operational as well as
 political terms.

 The potential consequences of 'middle options' between sustaining the status
 quo and withdrawing the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe without any
 Russian reciprocity would depend on their content and implementation, as well
 as on the broader international context. Such 'middle options' might preserve
 some elements of the traditional approach as it stands today, while incorporating
 amendments in the light of possible arms control negotiations with Russia and the

 deliberations in NATO's Deterrence and Defense Posture Review. For example, a
 US-Russian nuclear arms control regime could furnish an agreed framework for

 reductions in the remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe, with greater transpar-
 ency and improved mutual confidence.

 In this context the United States might continue to furnish solid assurance for its

 NATO European allies regarding the effectiveness of the alliance's nuclear deter-

 rence posture in the new environment. Risk- and responsibility-sharing might, for

 example, be sustained via new means such as a jointly procured NATO wing of
 DCA instead of - or in addition to - nationally owned DCA. NPG consultations
 could continue to involve allies with operational as well as political responsibilities

 in the alliance's nuclear deterrence posture. The 'middle options' would represent
 adjustments in the traditional approach and rule out further reductions in the
 remaining US nuclear weapons in Europe without negotiated Russian reciprocity.
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